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ABSTRACT
During its 1972 annual meeting in Washington, D.C.,

the American Association for the Advancement of science sponsored a
community information exposition, titled Capital City Readout, on the
role of science and technology in local social problems. The
exposition sought to explore various ways to exchange information
about problems and policy issues among citizens, the government, and
the community. A variety of interactive communication techniques such
as graphic displays, games, and electronic devices were utilized.
Persons attending the exposition were asked to fill out a ballot book
on 22 local issues. This report presents a rationale for community
information expositions, gives useful data on the exposition
itself--such as costs and funding, exhibits and sponsors, and
promotional activities--and provides an evaluation of the exposition.
In addition, recommendations and suggestions for future expositions
are discussed and some opportunities for future expositions
suggested. (JG)
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SUMMARY AND PREFACE
This document describes an attempt to communicate with

citizens ab, community problems and opportunities through
an exposition of problem and policy-oriented exhibits; the
lessons learned from that experirnce: and the need for more
and better variations of such expositions.

Curing its 072 annual meting in 'Aashington, C.C., the
American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS)
offered a popular c..-)mmunity information exposition, Capital
City Readout, on the role of science and technology in
addressing local social problems. Using a variety of communi-
cation techniques, including graphic displays, games and
interactive electronic exhibits, over 40 governmental and
private organi:atiop portrayed prctlems of the region and
etfor,s bein to solve them. ;,The event also afforded
opportsnities fer direct personal c,otct among visitors --
community ,asbers and AAK) reistrants and staff members

of pas i:itira.1 Th:, Association's aim was to
an educational service to fne host metropolitan area

and to e-..plore ways to exchange information about problems and
policy issues ameng citizens, the ciovernment, and the
technical cormunity. By conducting this experiment in the

context of its annual meeting, the AAAS made it possible.Ier
a cross section of its mcmters and meeting registrants, from
all parts of the country and all sectors of the technical com-
munity, to observe these efforts to communicate with citizens
en the social and technical dimensions of contemporary
problem.; and to erocurage informed dialogue about those

problems.

About 5,500 citizens participated in the five-day exposi-
tion; approximately half of these were also registrants at
the AAAS annual meeting. Attendees were asked to respond to
informal statements (in the form of a ballot book) on 22
issues facing the Washington region, primarily to facilitate
interaction between visitors and exhibitors. Nearly half of

the attendees completed the ballots.

Generally speaking, citizen understanding of issues is a

prerequisite to useful citizen participation in planning and
decision maing. Efforts made by goverrment -1f-A ncivate
organizLitio!ls to communicate with general audiences rarely
consider a complete range of alternatives er the social and
economic costs and benefits associated with particular
options, nor do they usually permit immediate audience
ressonso.

ntsrastive issue-oriented displays on social problems pro-
vide one. way to involve responsible organizations and the
public in seaningful dialogue the social and technical

-dimensions cf possible alternative solutions.

To date, there have been very few such communication/
participation activities. A need exists to explore and
experiment with cpporta!dties now available to: comms,nic-te

and display social problems and policy options to The
public; develop citizen participation in tnis process; analyze
such experiments when they do occur in order to apply lessons
learned to the design Gf future experiments; and begin to
establish a cumulative body cf knowledge upon which future
progress in communication and citizen participation may build,

Community Information Expositions, Improved replications of
Capital City Readout, would attempt to portray through various
exhibit and interactive techniques, the range and Inter-
relatedness of community problems, possible solutions, and the
role of science and technology in these problems and solutions.
We try to show, in the introduction to this document, that such
expositions can help to better inform citizens about problems
and options facing their communities.

We have tried to develop a readable and information-packed
account of the need for and role of Community Information
Expositions and like activities, based on our own experience
with the first large-scale attempt to create such an exposi-.
tion, Capital City Readout, and the information and contracts
we have accumulated. We have also tried to develop an addi-
tional dimension to the report through extensive use of
graphic material.

This report has two major parts. The first provides a
record and evaluation of AAAS experience with issue-oriented
displays as well as popular understanding of science and
technology addressed to social problems. It affords a basis
for examining the usefulness of community expositions and, as
d technical account, may be useful to groups interested in
staging similar events. The record includes: pertinent plan-
ning aspects; processes and criteria used for exhibit selec-
tion; elements of exhibit design; a profile of each of the
40 exhibits, including photographs; details of costs and
promotion, and also a sammary of difficulties encountered.
The evaluation includes: summarized responses from
exhibitors and attendees; simple analysis of attendance
figures ,3rIEJ responses to issue ballots; a comparison of
exhibits; and as critical a look as possible at the overall
ac-comHishments of Capital City Readout by those actually
involved in the endeavor.

From this experience, we learned a great deal which could
improVe future efforts. We also discovered other similar
fierts and a number of related projects. the second part of
the report considers lessons we learned and is a collection
of much of the valuable, related information wo have
accumulated.

Consideration of various factors influencing the effective-
ness of future expositions leads to reso,Hdations and
guidelines useful to groups and institutions concerned with
citizen participation, including the need to: provide for
effective planning and coordination; organize or synthesize
problems and policy alternatives while maintaining a
balanced Approach to available options; attract and sustain
the attention of community members with diverse needs and
attitudes; and build a dynamic viability into And secure long-
term support for such activities.

We his io'...urroD1 fai A

ati,n7exporiment and a vaH:tie Auld,, for those
individu)ls and organiz=ations consiering similar endeavors.

T. V. Vorier
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OREWORD
Aside from a few individuals who voiced concern about

public misunderstanding of science and technology, vir-
tually thd whole postwar generation of scientists and engi-
neers has peen content to be presented to the general public
as miracle workers. And if the means specific to accom-
plishment4 in medicine or space flight were little under-
stood, perihaps it may have been just as well for what that
contributed to the sense of magical accomplishment. The
great leading ideas of modern science remain remote
intellectuel galaxies whose character, indeed existence,
is known 'to few. Technical decisions have been made by
the best available specialists, with the effect that they
tended to .);,e privately, even secretly, made. The re-
sulting risk of public disillusionment and hostility, if

not consciously run, should nevertheless have been un-
mistakablit,

The agencies resoonsibie for communicating knowledge to
the public tend to deal with the intrinsic substance of
science ,Ind technology, rather than their relation to citizen
interes, and rarely afford opportunities for people to
relay responses that might influence technical applications.
Earlier experience in popular education programs with the
National Park Service and the Smithsonian Institution led me
to question whether most citizens seek information about
science and technology while they are visiting parks or
museums, and whether they would be disposed to do so on any
basis other than discovering contexts evincing clear rela-
tionships between citizen interests and technical subject
matter.

As a planner-editor tor, the 1972 AAAS annual meeting, a
question of particular concern to me was how the meeting
might better serve as a source ter popular communications.
Daily radio and television broadcasts featuring meeting
content, a science film theater, and semipopular illustrated
presentations were already regular features, but they dealt
with the content rather than the social applications of
science. I proposed that the Association seek to portray
for the general public of the Washington region the way
science and technology seered likely to influence the
future in matters of direct interest to them: regional
sources of energy. the shape of the transportation system,
health services, urban planning, and the like. This would
take the form of an exposition in which large and small
local organizations would portray in a reasonably balanced
way their use of science and technology in addressing the
problems of the Washington region. The context of the AAAS
meeting, with participants from all over the country, guar-
anteed that we would reach a cross section of the scientific
community and perhaps encourage wider testing of similar
projects elsewhere. It would also afford opportunities for
citizens and representative local organizations to participate
directly in its meeting, rather than provide just scheduled
formal sessions on local matters as done in past meetings.

4.4

iii

Our major thesis argued that citizens would become involved
in communicating with exhibitors if science and technology
were portrayed in terms of pre-existing citizen interests.
The fact that over one-third of local participants deposited
issue ballots on a wide range of issues dealt with in the
exposition contrasts very favorably, for example, with the
proportion of museum visitors who use listening headsets or
buy catalogues of exhibitions. It is more than ten times
the average degree of response to direct mail solicitations.
We would not seek to maintain that each of these visitors
actually discussed each of the exhibits with the representa-
tives of participating groups. We did not expect that.
Neither did we seek to ascertain how much a sample of the

visitors actually learned by way of information imparted
during their stay. I think it fair to say that the atmosphere
In the exposition space was highly charged with interest and
that the use of the issue ballots confirms our supposition
that communication with the general public is facilitated
when situated in the context of pre-existing interests and
concerns.

Thomas Vonier, who acted as associate coordinator for the
project, and Richard Scribner, who directed the 1972 AAAS annual
meeting and participated in the planning of the exposition, hay
collaborated closely to develop this description of the project
-- its successes and its short commings -- in terms that may
enable other communities to consider convening similar events o
Incorporating features of Capital City Readout In more permanen
installations such as community information exchanges.

In the report which follows, they describe the event and
offer a sensitive commentary on some of the lessons we learned.
It may be read as a description of a communications experiment,
as an account of the changing social context of science and
technology, or as an invitation to others to consider similar
undertakings. Capital City Readout presented us with difficul-
ties of many kinds, from specifying an innovation for the AAAS
annual meeting, for the scientific community, for the Nation's
Capital, and certainly for those of us who worked on It. One's
intention in sponsoring an innovation is that others will be
encouraged to comment upon it, criticize, or, best of all,
supplant it with a better undertaking of their own.

While the authors have modestly kent their primary focus on
the event itself and its direct implications, there could
hardly be a more important subject In 1973 and the years
surrounding the bicentennial than ways of affording citizens a
wider opportunity to participate in decisions affecting them,
which must certainly include a heightened appreciation of
science and technology as factors in the contemporary world
and wider access to ways in which society's decisions may best
be employed in the future,

Philip C. Ritterbush
Chairman
ORGANIZATION::RESPONSE



The fact that the popular exposition Capital City Readout
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and persuasiveness of Philip Ritterbush, Chairman of
ORCANIZATION::RESPONSE, and to the enthusiasm of Joseph
Valerio, Instructor, School of Architecture, University of
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planned and carried out, Dr. Ritterbush was associate editor
of the AAAS annual meeting and director of the exposition
effort, and Mr. Valeria was the chief exposition coordinator.
We are all indebted to William Bevan, executive officer of the
AAAS, whose generous support and backing for the project were
essential, and to James Butler, director of the AAAS Office
of Communications, who provided much guidance and advice.

This report owes its existence in large measure to the
unstinting interest, encouragement and guidance provided
by Robert Lamson of the Office of Exploratory Research and
Problem Assessment of the National Science Founcation and,
of course, to the financial support provided by thaT insti-
tution.

We are indebted to Chandler H. Stevens of Rensselaer
Polytechnic institute's Division of Architectural Research,
who was ever ready to give information and assistance and who
helped us to see the potential of community expositions and
place them in a broader context of citizen involvement.

We gratefully acknowledge the assistance, advice, infor-
mation and, in many cases, hospitality generously and gracious-

ly provided by the following people: Wayne Howell, director
of citizen Involvement programs, and Geoffrey Ball, consultant
Charles F. Kettering Foundation; Eugene Eschbach, staff
scientist, and Everett Irish, staff fellow, Battelle Pacific
Northwest Laboratories; Paul Perrot, assistant secretary for
museum programs, Smithsonian Institution; Victor Danllov,
vice president and director of the Chicago Museum of Science
and Industry; James Backstrom, director of the Pacific Science
Center; John W. Abbott, executive secretary of California
Tomorrow; Duncan Cameron, director of the Brooklyn Museum; and
John Hench, vice president and chief "Imaginer" for Disneylan
and Disney World. We also wish to acknowledge with gratitude t
advice and contributions of: Russell Rhyne of Patterns and
Systems, international, San Carlos, California; David Bird of
Bison Associates in Boston; John Peetz, director of the Oakian.
Museum; Hewitt Crane of Stanford Research Institete; Richard
Boit of Bolt, Beranek and Newman; and many others. Of course,
Phil Ritterbush, Jim Butler and Joe Valeria have all made
numerous useful contributions to this document.

One of us (TVV) wishes to acknowledge Dean John Wade,
Professor Robert Beckley and Mrs. Joan Helmle of the University
of Wisconsin School of Architecture for their help in arrange-
ments which permitted pursuit of this work. Also we acknowledg
the patient assistance with project finances provided by Hans
Nussbaum, AAAS Business Manager. Finally, we express our thanks
to Bea Scribner for her copy editing, and to Arm Hoidsworth and
Marjorie 'Arowil frq- their advice Ind oid .
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BACKGROUND
Because the nature, perception and solotlon of community problems have become

more complex and difficult, many citizens believe that their influence has
diminished to the point where "citizen participation in decision-making processes"
means little more Than reaction to decisions already made. Evidence for this view
ranges from massive public demonstrations against Federal -government foreign policy
to the growth of citizen-initiated, privately financed consumer protection, and
environmental action groups. tlany of these groups view themselves as watchdogs over
experts and government officials who are supposed to advise and govern in the
public interest,

In addition to current dissatisfaction with ways of resolving political issues,
many people have expressed deep concern about the ability of science and technology
to help identify sc::ityts problems, assess its resources, develop alternatives for
solving problems effectively and enhance desirable opportunities.

There is much evidence to support the belief that alienation from decisions which
affect communities is widespread and intense; that public disillusionment with
established procedures for citizen involvement extends throughout all levels and
all areas of social life. Public activism and apathy are seen as manifestations of
disillusionment with traditional processes. Both have been attributed to frustra-
tion with the hierarchical and difficult nature of communication between individuals
and organizations. Thus:

While there has been considerable speed-up of communication from'the
center of society out to the citizen, there has yet been little done
to increase the speed of communications hack into the center from
the citizen; lie is still expected to 'go, through channels' with his
inqurieg, requests, complaints, suggestions and opinions.1

The voting booth and the marketplace -- two traditional areas of individual
involvement in societal decision making -- have been recently and increasingly
identified as inadequate.' Society needs new mechanisms to improve the functioning
of the market and political processes. For example, communities need better ways
to draw citizens more closely into considerations of problems and optiens.

The apparent renewal of interest in. regionalism, evident, for example, in the
Federal government's revenue-Sharing program, is viewed by many as a resporise to the
demand for local control of publicly funded programs. Desire for increased local
control can be seen as a result of attitudes among citizens that local government
is more accessible and responsive than Federal government and tha+ local problems
are more tractable than national problems. New public institutions -- systems of
community ir'ormation and participation are emerging, made possrble in part
by what has 0,,:en termed the "communication- revolution."

....

CO'rrimunitie-s face'+614Oi-faht 'needt-Whithlare.not-met-adequately,at-preSent,
First, in order to make informed decisions, citizens must understand what the
problems are, who is working on them, what is being done, and how various_possible
alternative courses of action will affect their community. Second, to make wise
decisions that require understanding of the range of community problems and issues,
citizens should participate effectively in planning, choosing and implementing
public policies. Fulfillment of the first need, understanding, is a rec,uirement
for the second, effective participation.

New efforts are under way to strengthen and clarify public understanding and
participation in the .resolution of community problems. Since public understanding
and participation hinge upon effective communication, many new efforts are con-
cerned withimproving communication systems. The concept of community information
exchanges3 -- facilities which would provide residents of particular regions
with en array of informational, technical and recreational services -- is one way.
to build communities based on.active,citizen interest and involvement. Appealing
arguments have been made for the use of interactive communication media to promote
communitywide dialogue and facilitate useful ci't'izen involvement.

Thb subject of this report, .commitinity expositions, is one aspect of broader
attempts.:toAevelop. for communities_new opportunities for popular communication and
citizen participation.
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THE CASE FOR
COMMUNITY
INFORMATION
EXPOSITIONS

The information needed to promote widespread understanding of community problems

and options is currently not presented In forms which are readily understandable and
available to the general public as well as to government officials. Furthermore, there
is lack of synthesis; reports on social matters come from so many sources, in such dif-
ferent forms, that critical relationships among problems and solutions are rarely
demonstrated or understood.

Solutions to problems are seldom presented as part of a range of feasible alter-
natives, thus contributing to public feelings that very little real choice exists in
resolving issues. Implicit assumptions, stressed values, and probable primary and
secondary impacts of more than one solution are seldom presented for comparison, In

large part, this is a problem of analysis and communication. It is not so much the
case that options don't exist; rather, it is the case that they are not properly ana-
lyzed and communicated to citizens and other policymakers.

This chapter describes needs for synthesis and disseMination of comerehensive,
easily understood information on community problems, opportunities and options, and
then suggests a way to foster public understanding and participation through develop-
ment of community information expositions.

2.1
SOME SHORTCOMINGS OF MASS PRINT AND BROADCAST MEDIA

Undoubtedly, conventional mass media reach the most people with the most informa-
tion, and do so most quickly. Examples ranging from "all news" radio station broad-
casts to "Sesame Street" show that a variety of information reaches many kinds of
people.

Information disseminated through mass media can be quite specialized, and may reach
audiences with carefully selected characteristics. The special program "V A. Bfues,"
for example, effectively used popular musicians in a television entertainment format
to educate vulnerable, afflicted or simply concerned persons about ways to avoid and

treat venereal disease. A southern radio station, with nationwide broadcasting range,
zaters exclusively to the needs of "long haul" truck drivers.' Regularly broadcast
programs, such as "The Advocates" on NET, and numerous local radio "talk shows," con-
centrate on contemporary social issues and encourage viewers to respond systematically
to presented information, by voting, by expressing opinions, or by taking direct per-
sonal action,

Newspaper "action" columns (generally concerned with gripes about community services)
are another example of attempts by conventional mass media to become more responsive

to public information needs. In many cases they act as links between individual citi-

zens and large organizations (both public and private).

Despite their unquestioned ability to reach many people and selected audiences,
conventional mass media face serious constraints when it comes to long-term, effective
citizen involvement in consideration of community problems and opportunities:

V...Irritations on time and space make it difficult for mass media to
consider more than one aspect of a particular problem. Rdlated

matters, if they receive consideration at all, can be treated only
serially -- "tune in next week" and "see tomorrow's article" become
common phrases.

Techniques such as gaming and other methods of simulation, which
require live situations or interactive capabilities, cannot be used
in presently constituted mass media.

Few opportunities exist for immediate citizen response to presented
information; critical citizen feedback to policymakers is delayed

and sometimes distorted, if not missing altogether.

Access to broadcast media is limited and selective. Thus, certain

views may receive more attention than others, with little regard
for divergent views or Important additional information.



Many people point hopefully toward two^way cable television as a way to facili-

tate more effective social communication. Some enthusiasts hail the emerging
capabilities for electronic storage, retrieval and display of Information as the
key to a new era of "electronic democracy," where citizens may hear and be heard
via sophisticated, interactive media and where the home may become an information
and education center,

Such innovation 35 two-way cable televlon may provide society with greater
amounts of more easily accessible and usable information; perhaps such media will
also enable various levels of government to gauge more effectively the current of
popular sentiments. There are, however, reasons to be more tentative and less
optimistic:

Cade television, oven in rudimentary fcrm, is a lona way off for
most- ,:cer,un t o,..;

'increased reliance on the home as a base of operations will not
necessarily allevi,?te conditions of social alienation and community

disintegration; it has been suggested that the opposite will occur.3

.40 guarantees exist that new forms of mass media will be any more directed
toward community problems and citizen feedback to policymakers than are
current media.

Ito next section, examines other important media and methods with potential
for bocular chmunication Cu community problems, opportunities and options.

2.2
MUSEUMS. TRADE SHOWS, WORLD EXPOSITIONS AND ENTERTAINMENT
CENTERS

People also receive substantial information from sources other than print and
broadcast mass communication media, 'which may be characterized as exhibit-like

sources. It is important to examine And understand the potentials they offer to
cormunities in need of better communication methods.

1U.E.ur71:-,, world expositins, trade and agricultural fairs, which often adopt an
"educational" cture, servo to transmit to the public information - packed images
,of n.hciety oast, ire sant and possible future, Disneyland, and now Walt Disney

orld, a;,art from serving as entertainment centers, create strong nostalgic
1 ?sin `street ") ar :lien ("The Jungle") images, and picture; of future worlds
irnirol by technollical and social innovation ("Tomorrowtand" and EPCOT, the
F.:,perimental Protofvpo Community of Tomorrow). World exoositions also present
ideas about society's problems and alternatives. Like several major museums, they

havC, boccrne 7,h:).60:1se5 f7)r. a v..]rie+y of futuristic ima,aery such of it derived

frm the work of architcts -- DAckninster Fuller, Paolo Solort, floishe

lafdie -- which then b mart of a popular concept about technical chc'ces

has at its disflc".sal trot- dealing with human Problems.

Perhas because -f the trr",rid.7,us outlay of money, rl.MpOwOr and cquibmont

required, trade shcwc, r-,u5 and expositinns tend to -resent incomplete rind

det«-:rministic yiews of society's problem-; and Alternatives. It may be simply

"too eoonsivo" to undertake all that is necessary to include all the options;
thos,J, which are inciudod are only those for which spec s-.:rs can be found (.g.,
General Electric's "pushbutton living" exhibits at Disneyland). in many cases,

there is faiftro to examine demonitrato the rAn of impacts of certain

adv7.cated solution: or innevations.

AT, onvironroants, these places are extremely stimulating and

gpganling And h-2.nc. ,r soy to ern effective than print and broadcast media if they

fcc.sof more cra cortm,nity protium; and options.

:ush is .Jhoarently the reasoning behind the concept of cormunity decision

canter .r laretariums," devised by Harold Lasswell of the Academy for
,,.7,rira Problems Colibgz, ,Thio),4 is envisages such places as analogous

to aotr7,floTj.:al OlArtariums. They would (....-)r,v,-!y to p:aoble, through a variety of

sohisticated co,-..municatk,r tochniquo7 W-1re of th.ra past and potential future

envir?nmont7, in much the .7:0 manner as a "war room" or "situation room" partrays

simulated situations for military stnatnal,,ts.

All these operations and ideas are related to the 0,ncont of community inform -

ti7n e/nositic,ns, wnich 0.-)nsist of is s.;,-oriented displays and which seek to

al sr f a-1 -;aloa,:- on, -o(ial

^ -r-1) -t

lionittgoiN Ina WI

Museum of Science and Indust(y. Chicago
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2.3
THE ROLE OF COMMUNITY INFORMATION EXPOSITIONS

The foreacing comments on community needs and currently popular communication
methods indicate a need and opportunity to develop new activities wkich synthesize
and communicate problems and,options, and strengthen citizen participation,

Interactive display media: exhibits -- offer an important and underused
resource to popular communication on problems, options and opportunities of con-
temporary society, Unlike mass medic., exhibits need not be severely limited in
tneir use of communication techniques; they permit greater degrees of interaction
with information and information sources. (Obviously, also unlike massille'dia-,

exhibits do not "reach" tremendous numbers of people within.a short time period,
although they can reach millions within the course of a year).

One way to employ interactive display media in meeting information and partici-
pation needs of specific communities is to create expositions on regional problems
and options5 in which:

Oraanizations -- involved in the identification and solution of
problems -- can communicate their perception of problems and the
nature of solutions they are attempting to implement, and can learn
of public attitudes related to their work; and

Citizens can experience a sense of what the problems and alternatives
are, discuss issues, register their attitudes and compare them with
attitudes of others.

The term "interactive" describes two discrete but related elements of such an
exposition. First, exhibit media which engage participants, and require from
tHen a high degree of physical and mental involvement, are likely to communicate
more effectively. Second, community expositions can foster dialogue among citi-
zens, experts and government officials, out of which should come better popular
understanding of issues and policies.

There are few, if any, examples of attempts to achieve the fundamental objectives
of analysis, communication and participation in an interactive display format.
The community exposition, "Capital City Readout," is one recent example described
in the next chapter.

Link Harper, Washington. D C
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COMMUNITY INFORMATION EXPOSITIONS

RECORD OF AN
EXPOSITION



3.0
CAPITPOPULAR ADOUT,
AAAS
EXPOSITION IN
WASHINGTON, D.C.

During its December, 1972,annual meeting in Washingtbn, D. C., the American
Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) offered to citizens of the
region an exposition on Hhe role of science and technology in addressing local
social problems. Using a variety of communication techniques in exhibits, 40 public
and private organizations portrayed problems of the region and efforts being made
to solve them. Organizations and their exhibits were grouped into three theme
areas:

Planning for social, physical and technical resources.

Community health and well- being.

Use, operation and management of natural resources.

To involve visitors further in considering policy-oriented exhibits, organizers
of the exoosition prepared a ballot on 22 pssues, which allowed visitors to
renister their responses to topics raised in the exhibits.

Over 5000 people attended the exposition, "Capital City Readout," which remained
open to the public for five days and four nights. This chapter describes the
objectives, development, organization and physical design of the exposition as well
as the participantl, their contributions and activities.

3.1
OBJECTIVES AND GOALS

Our ultimate objectives were to:

lncrease citizens' understanding of the nature and scope of community
problems, resources and opportunities.

Increase citizen participation in identifying and solving problems and
developing opportunities.

*Increase people's understanding of both the beneficial and detrimental
aspects of science and technology in society, and thereby

Increase public appreciation of the role of science and technology in
aiding community efforts to identify and solve problems, provide options,
and develop opportunities.

The goals of Capital City Readout were to:

1 Establish a new mode of communication on current and specific social
issues confronting a particular metropolitan region and demonstrate the
viability of such expositions.

2 Present a balanced approach to a number of important problems of the
region, and do this from the viewpoint of organizations working to
identify and solve problems in their social context.

3 Provide an opportunity for person-to-person communication between members
of the public and representatives of organizations about displayed
information.

4 Enable citizens to register their views on issues raised by the exhibits
and to report these views to exhibiting organizations.

5 Develop organizational procedures and communication techniques for use in
oth,,r regional information centers.

6 Stimulate subsequent similar efforts in other communities by exposing
scientists, engineers, educators, government officials, media representa
tives and citizens to an example of roblemoriented communication.



The_ strategies employed to meet these goals included efforts by the exposition

coordinators t):
goSeek out organizations with olposing views and encourage them to partici-
pate. (goal 2)

Make oraanizztionat representatives available at each exhibit. (goal 3)

Develop a ballot on current issues of concern to local residents and in-

stitutions. (goal 4)

Produce a report on the event and disseminate it to people who share an
interest in the results. (goal 5)

3.2
EXHIBIT CRITERIA

On thebasl$. of the project's objectives, the expoSition organizers estab-
lished guidelines for development and sponsorship of exhibits. To be approved

for use in the exposition, each exhibit hadto be:

Sponscred by an organization with local concerns and programs;

Attended at all times by at least one representative of the sponsoring
organization; and

*Focused on a specific problem, and on efforts being made to solve it, in

one of three theme areas (see the introduction to this chapter for the
list of theme areas).

Many sponsoring organizations had concerns and programs which were broader and
more numerous than those they presented at Capital City Readout; however, project
organizers felt that they would obtain better exhibits if organizations limited
the scope of their exhibit coverage.

3.3
DEVELOPMENT

A working team composed of five members, each with separate t,-t related respon-
sibilities, carried out the project. A three-member editorial committee1 was
established to develop and 'refine project communication objectives, determine and
interpret policy, assist in preparation and revi!m of public statements concerning
the exposition, and review and evaluate the appl:catlons submitted by organi-
zations interested in participating.

In addition, two full-time project coordinators2 shared responsibilities to
develop interest among a range of local organizations, follow up with most promis-
ing potential participants, assist participants with display techniques, plan and
design layout of the exposition site, plan and design the citizen feedback device
(issue ballot book), and function as executive staff to the editorial committee.

Preparation for the exposition required eight months, although it could be done
in less time (see section 4.2); and involved five major steps:

On the basis of objectives for the exposition, the organizers formulated
an initial list of 200 potential particlpant, and mai:ed letters which

, explained the exposition concept and invited organizations to participate.

The coordinators began discussions with interested respondents to the in-
itia) mailing. Suggestions made by several of these contacts led to approx-

. imately 50 more organizations (usually volunteer citizens' groups) not in-
cluded on the initial mailing fist.

Interested organizations received application forms requesting that they
(I) state the nature and-objectives of their organization, (2) ideitify the
problem, and efforts being made to solve it, they wished to examine, (3)
explain the proposed intent and design of their exhibit.

The coordinators and the committee met almost weekly for three months (be-
ginning approximately five months before the exposition) to act on applica-
tions. No applications were accepted after one month prior to the exposi-
tion, which was somewhat later than orginally anticipated.

Groups-'whose-applications gained-approval-receivethnotices-of-acceptance,
The editorial committee sent suggestions for improvemeht and invitations
to resubmit to croups Whose.applications failed to meet exhibit criteria.
The AAAS received approximately 60 applications; 40 gained final approval.

Project coordinators carried on intensive discussions with participants until
the:time of the exposition, and provided exhibit design assistance, to organizations
requiring it. Planning of the exposition site, design of the ballot book and pre-
paration of local promotional campaigns occurred during the same eight month per-
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3.4
EXHIBITS AND SPONSORS

Forty organizations participated in Capital City Readout. Exhibits were lo-
cated in the exposition hall according to their relevance to one, of three theme
areas. Exhibit sponsors and tna location of their exhibits are shown in the dia-
gram.

Appendix I contains ,le ailed descriptions of the concerns, content, cost e9d
size of each exhibit.

.

PLANNING FOR SOCIAL, PHYSICAL AND TECHNICAL RESOURCES

c,411F. COALITION ON OPTIMUM GROWTH (CO-OPT) problems of urbari growth, development and congestion
002, CITIZENS TRANSPORTATION COALITION citizen participation in regional transportation planning

3. FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE SCIENCE VAN inner city science education and environmental monitoring
04, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA REDEVELOPMENT. LAND AGENCY urban renewal and reconstruction

005. GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT OF URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING planning,uoighborhooda
006. LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS CF THE NATIONAL CAPITAL AREA voter education and citizen participation
007. ARL1NGTONCOALITION ON TRANSPORTATION transportation planning and protection of natural resource

B. NATIONAL CAPITAL PLANNING COMMISSION development of the Potomac River
09. UNITED STATES NATIONAL PARKS SERVICE summer urban recreation programs for the District of Columbia

0010. WORLD FUTURE SOCIETY the influence of present trends and activities on the future
II,WASHINGTON TECHNICAL INSTITUTE human resources dimension of Washington area problems

USE, OPERATION AND MANAGEMENT OF NATURAL' RESOURCES

12, UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COINNSSION nuclear reactor power plant licensing procedures
I'3. UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR, BUREAU OF MINES solid waste recycling potential
I4,'CHESAPEAKE AND POTOMAC. TELEPHONE COMPANY mineral resource conservation

0015. CENTER FOR SCIENCE IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST reordering regional scientific priorities
0016, SIERRA CLUB, POTOMAC CHAPTER strip mining and pollution of the Chesapeake Bay
017, WASHINGTON GAS LIGHT COMPANY the natural gas shortage

018. CrESAPEAKE BAY FOUNDATIOIl'ecology in the Chesapeake Bay
019. UNITED STATES NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION monitering of tirban weather
020. DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES solid waste analysis and treatment

0021. CONCERN, INCORPORATED the qualitiy of local drinking water and other urban services
22, POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY (PEPCO) energy policy and the consumer

COMMUNITY HEALTH AND WELL BEING

23. PRETER(-I private, stress-free abortion services
24. AMERICAN NATIONAL RED CROSS blood donation and hepatitis

0025. PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF METROPOLITAN WASHINGTON, D.C. contraception.and the control of birth rates
26. UNITED STATES NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION medical applications of space hardware

0027. MITRE CORPORATION interactive cable television for urban communities
0029. WOODROW WILSON INTERNATIONAL CENTER the needs and characteristics of local Latin Americans

29, ANACOSTIA NEIGHBORHOOD MUSEUM, SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION contributions of blacks to science
0030. NATIONAL CAPITAL AREA CHILD DAY CARE ASSOCIATES comprehensive child development
0031. UNIVERSITY OP MARYLAND INSTITUTE FOR CHILD STUDY child classroom behavior and teacher training
032. APPLIED URBANUICS investments in and results of drug abuse treatment programs
37. UNITED STATES NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS large research organizations and social concerns

34. DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCESthe provision of comprehensive social services
035. GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY PUBLIC SERVICES LABORATORY lead poisoning among local- children
36. UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE development of aids for the handicapped

0037, WASHINGTON CENTER FOR METROPOLITAN STUDIES regional demographic patterns
03B, UNITED STATES BUREAU OF THE CENSUS the uses of census -data
39, UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE reading material oriented to exhibit topics

040, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC LIBRARY VIDEOTAPE CENTER recordings of related lectures and symposia
a. CHRYSALIS CORPORATION MEDIA BALLOONS related movies and slide presentations
D. ISSUE BALLOT DEPOSITORIES

= EXHIBITS PREPARED' ESPECIALLY FOR USE IN CAPITAL CITY READOUT
0 = RECIPIENTS OF FINANCIAL AID FOR PREPARATION OF EXHIBIT

3.5
INTERACTIVE PROCEDURES

Capital City Readout had two major interactive components. First, representa-
tives of sponsoring organizations attended all exhibits. Thus, visitors had an
opportunity to seek direct personal dialogue with knowledgeable individuals, and,
where necessary, to seek clarification of information presented in exhibits.
Organizational representatives were sometimes present in order to assist visitors
with operation of special equipment, as in the cases of the Bureau of Census and
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Attendants also advised in-
terested citizens on how to join an organization, where to go for further infor-
mation, and how to, take advantage of various services and programs.

Second, each visitor received, upon entering the hall, a booklet containing 22
statements on topics of current local interest, many of which received attention
in exhibits. By tearing a stub from the booklet and placing it in the appropriate
container, (see picture belowl, visitors could ostensibly make known, to exhi-
biting organizations, their views on local issues ranging from dispensation of
methadone to heroin addicts to curtailment of freeway construction. Some 2200
visitors performed the balloting operation.

Local residents received yellow ballot booklets and visitors from out of town
received green, so that differences of. opinion based upon residency might be re-
vealed in result tabulations. One thousand of the booklets (500 green and 500
yellow) were coded to correspond to personal profiles of respondents, which were
obtained through registrotion forms provided at the hall entrance. The profiles
contained information orr most of the independent personal variables used in stan-
dard statistical surveys, including age, sex, marital status, level of education,
occupation and residency.
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It is important to note here that unfortunately the ballot consisted of rather
hastily assembled and informal statements and in no sense constituted a profes-
sional attitude survey instrument such as social psychologists use. For that
reason, we offer it here as primarily a technique -- and a valuable one-- for enhan-
cing interaction. The ballot coupons and the tabulated responses are given in
detail in Appendix 2 and,while interesting interpretaii:vis of the results are
possible, no scientific validity whatsoever can.be ascribed to any such interpre-
tations. The potential value of reliable information gained through a good survey
instrument would, of course, be enormous to citizens and to institutions serving
them. These and related matters are discussed in later sections.

3.6
PROMOTI ON

Because Capital City Readout sought to attract a large.and diverse audience,
the project coordinators used various promotion techniques. The context of the
1972 Annual Meeting provided an opportunity for advance notice to reach a national
audience through articles and announcements placed in various regular. AAAS publi-
cations:

Science magazine, which has a weekly circulation of 160,000, published
several notices and a statement prepared by the project coordinators,
which described concerns to be addressed by the exposition.

AAAS Bulletin, a newsletter mailed to 130,000 Association members, pub-
lished an article about the exposition. The article included descriptions
of several exhibits being prepared by local organizations.

AAAS Annual Meeting Program, distributed to approximately 9,500 meeting
attendees and others, contained articles about the exposition, a full list
of participating organizations and a description of topics to be treated
by exhibits.

The exposition's focus on local concerns led to interest among local print and
broadcast media. In addition to publicity gained through coverage of opening day
activities on television newscasts, and in daily Washington newspapers, the ex-
position received advance promotion through local radio "talk shows" in which the
project coordinators participated. Articles and announcements concerning the
exposition appeared in newsletters and magazineS circulated by organizations
participating in the event, including among them Planned Parenthood, the World
Future Society, the Sierra Club, and the Center for Metropolitan Studies. Articles
from Science, the Washington Post and Evening Star are reprinted in Appendix

The project coordinators used several other local promotion techniqueStOr

the popular exposition:

The Smithsonian Associates and the Washington Center for Metropolitan
Studies, whose combined mailing lists carry a total of over 12,000 names
and addresses, mailed leaflets describing the exposition and inviting

attendance.
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The Woodrow Wilson International Center distributed leaflets printed in
Spanish to local Latin American residents.

. Elementary and secondary schools in the District of Columbia and surround-
ing Maryland and Virginia' counties distributed promotional packages to
students. 10,000 packages reached 600 schools throughout the region.
Each contained prepared statements for teachers to read to their students,
posters and leaflets describing the exposition, and a registration form
which enabled students with special interests to receive further infor-
mation.

3.7
STAFFING

It is customary for high school science departments from the host metropolitan
region to enlist volunteer student aides for use as guides during the AAAS Annual
Meeting. After a short briefing on the exposition, volunteers from among these
aides answered visitors' questions, and provided assistance with the di-tribution
of registration forms and issue ballots. Several aides, also recruited through
local high school science departments, received payment to assist organizations
wif1;1Moving and installing exhibits.

All student aides wore white laboratory coats with the..words "Capital City
Readout" printed in large letters on the back, which helped visitors to identify
them as information sources. A similar technique is used by the Exploratorium
in 'San Francisco, California, a science museum which encourages young visita7s
toqexplore exhibits freely; wearing bright red coats, students from the region.'
are hired to act as"explainers," and can be approached by visitors seeking.informa-
tion.on various exhibits. Exposition aides could simply have coats with the
request "ask me" emblazoned on them. Five aides were on duty (at various stations
in the hall) for the eight hours each day during which 1-he exposition was open
to the public.

3.8
COSTS AND FUNDING

Direct costs for Capital City Readout totaled approximately $22,000, exclusive
of exhibit costs, for which most of the participating organizations paid (16 non-
profit and volunteer organizations received grants of $200.00 each from the AAAS
for preparation of exhibits). All funds for the project were transferred from
areas within the annual operating budget of the AAAS.

A schedule of estimated income and direct expense figures appears below. Costs
not included in the total are for time of the editorial committee (estimated at.
about 500 man hours) and for office overhead.

SALARIES (two full time coordinators for 8 months) $10,752.96

OPERATIONS

Clerical'and miscellaneous services
Project coordinators' travel
Supplies for exposition hall
Printing (ballot book, posters, leaflets)
Postage, telephone, books and publications
Grants to volunteer and non-profit exhibitors

TOTAL

$ 624.73
510.33

4,132.11
2,206.36
861.72

3 200 00
$12,535.25
$22,288.21

Exhibit costsranged from $200.00 for "home-made" types to over $200,000.00
for professionally designed and-coostructed displays. Appendix I contains information
made available by sponsors about the costs of their exhibits. Several exhibitors
compensated for a relative lack of finances by investing great amounts of time in
exhibits. Construction, of CO-OPT's puppet show, for eKample, required over 200
hours of one person's volunteer labor. Members of the League of Women Voters built
their legislation game over the period of a week, in a volunteer's basement.

In most cases, grants of $200.00 barely covered expenses for exhibit materials
and they allowed absolutely no compensation for time spent by individuals; mem-
bers of several volunteer and non-profit organizations expressed dismay at this,
and said they would be reluctant to participate in such an effort again unless
more funds were made available to them.

3.9
PROBLEMS, PITFALLS AND LESSONS LEARNED

Mainly due to amounts of time, money and prior experience there were some over-:

sights and deficiencies in planning, which were reflected in the exposition.

eThe exposition lacked complete cohesiveness and unification; exhibits
did not present a synthesized view of local, problems, options and op-

portunities. .



OA tow exhibit-, aid not addre,is local concerns; many did not identify
and communicate arect... of community questions likely to be of
significant Interest to local residents,

Ci Hien feedback on policy issues, and its potential uses, received in-
sufficient attention durihn planning stages; thus,

issue ballots were difficult and tIme-consi4ming to count;. several contain-
ed ambigJous and biased statements, which undermined their potential use-
fulness for accurately evaluating citizen attitudes.

in short, the exposition organizers lacked sufficient resources to identify
properly, and plan for, potential hazards. They occasionally foand it necessary
to opt for the expedient in lieu of the preferred.

The opportunity to prepare this report has allowed us to study and reflect on
many things which should have been considered and resolved before the exposition
reached implementation stages. Chapter 4 examines in detail some grounds on which
to evaluate Capital City Readout, and, in so doing, demonstrates lessons learned.
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4.0
ION OF

CAPITAL. CITY
It is difficult to know how best to evaluate such a communication effort; many

things can be measured easily, and some apparently cannot, Of course, readily
measured aspects often provide only part of the information needed for evaluation,
Museums, for example, generally measure various dimensions of attendance)
-- numbers of visitors and, where possible, their demographic characteristics and
length of stay in the building -- but few would defend such measures as trustworthy
indicators of educational merit or amount of Information communicated,

Psychologists, sociologists and environmental designers have taken Increasing
interest in scientific exploration of human behavior in museum settings,3
Literature in the field is vast.2 It discusses the evaluation of exhibits from
many viewpoints, ranging from surveys of viewer attitudes toward exhibits to
unobtrusive observation of social Interaction among museumgoers. Such research and
evaluation techniques require substantial investments of money, apparatus and
labor in order to plan, measure, document, analyze and report,

Few, if any, public information expositions have been designed or observed with
scientific rigor, possibly because to do so has not been among the objectives, nor

the financial capabilities, of organizers, or because the pressures of a
tight schedule make evaluation impossible. Aside from the irtent to count
ballots cast by citizens on a variety of local issues and to report results to
interested organizations, evaluation of Capital City Readout received little con-
sideration during Planning stages because planners had insufficient time.
Even so, Capital City Readout can be evaluated in several ways.

Perhaps the most important question to ask is What (and how) did people learn
from exhibits? While we cannot completely answer this question, we can show that
citizens and organizations were interested, participated in, and benefited from
the exposition. This section considers generally some evidence available from,
Capital City Readout, which can be used to evaluate and draw conclusions about the
Success of this endeavor and needs of similar future events,

4.1
ATTENDANCE

The figures below represent only those 4275 individuals who completed registra-
tion forms. Security guards and persons distributing registration forms at the
entrance estimated a larger total of 5500 visitors (approximately 30% above the
total registered). Naturally, the reliability of such estimates is open to ques-
tion, due to the possibility of repeat visits and natural errors in casual counting
procedures.

Tue. 26 Dec.
Wed. 27 Dec.
Thu. 28 Dec.
Fri. 29 Dec.
Sat. 30 Dec.
TOTALS:

Average per day
Average per hour

DAILY REGISTRATION

Hours Open
1 Y71 - 9 PM

1 PM - 9 rn
1 PM - PM
1 PH - 9 PM

10 AM - 6 PM
5

- 855
- 107

Total
Regis-
trants

Avg. per
Hour

8 1009 126

8 856 107
8 526 66
8 622 78

8 1262 158
40 4275

Per Cent
Total
23.61
20.02
12.30
14.55

29.52
100

The figures reveal some useful information. A peak in attendance occurred on
Saturday. Observers agree that most "community visitors" (1,e., non -AAAS members)
attended on the weekend; families were most in evidence at this time. Exposition
staff and personnel manning the exhibits thought that daily attendance was highest
about the noon hour on Saturday and about I PM on weekdays, and that numbers
declined steadily toward evening. Total attendance was about one-half the antici-
pated number .4 Despite rather extensive focal promotion efforts, only slightly
more than one-half the 5000 or so visitors were not affiliated with the AAAS and
its annual meeting. The exposition was expected to reach substantial numbers of
people; results wore somewhat disappointing. There Is so e reason to expect that
all attempts of this sort should expect such results.5



As is true in many institutional alempts to communicate with people outside
the context of immediate personal needsand desires, the exposition organizers
relied much en the use of advance publicity to persuade people to attend: local

media were contactodand most granted requests to devote space or air time to the
exposition. "Oommnit-y Hullotin i;oards" in newspapers and on radio carried advance
rublic notice of tlw kxpoition. The attendance figures show that it is probably
unwise to place great faith in the power of more announcements in the media to
draw attendance. Most of those responsible for the project believe that low at-
tendinc. inures resulted from three main factors:

e.,posirion w;--Is inappropriately lo:Ited in a hotel used primarily
for conventions, rather than in a rcogniaed community center.&

The exposition was of relatively short duration.

The promotional material did not sufficiently intrigue members of the
population we sought most to attract, and did not adequately convey to
people the exposition's objectives.

Potential solutions to these' and other related problems are given detailed
consideration in Chapter. 4.

4.2
COMMENTS FROM PARTICIPANTS

Following the exposition, the authors mailed informal questionnaires to part-
icipating organizations, requesting that they:

',Assess the public educational value of their exhibits;

Describe impacts (if any) of the exposition on their operations;

0 Assess the value of the entire event in terms of public response and most
effective exhibits; and

Suggest ways to improve future "information exchanges."

Requests for tel comments from participants met with only scattered
response. Significantly, most of those organizations who did reply were smaller
ones, many of which were non-profit and/or volunteer, and most of which had
little or no prior experience with exhibits. Several governmental exhibitors
also replied, most notably the Department of Health, Education and Welfare and the
Bureau of Vines; but response from other larger organizations was weak. Exposition
planning stages reflected a similar difference in th nature and number of re-
sponses from large as compared to small organizations; smaller organizations, without
existing exhibit programs, were generally far more interested in meeting exhibit
criteria .(see part 2.2) than were larger organizations, many of which already had
exhibits and were convinced that these would suffice.

A selection of participants' comments is presented here, arranged according to
the four areas mentioned above.

I. Discuss the educational content and value of your exhibit. Did visitors learn
about programs and goals fostered by your organization? Could a member of
the general public make intelligent issue decisions on the basis of infor-
mation conveyed through your exhibits?

'...most visitors to our booth spent, most of their time asking questions
and filling out information request cards. It seems likely that visitors
would be likely to make more intelligent issue decisions after this contact."

- U.S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Mines

"We feel the general public could make intelligent decisions about planning
their families, the best methods of contraception to use, and where to go
for this service."

- Planned Parenthood of Metropolitan Washington, D.C.

It was our intent that members of the public would be able to make an in-
telligent and thoughtful decision about abortion on the basis of information

displayed. However, with abortion continuing to be such an especially sen-
sitive issue, it may be more realistic for us to hope we were able to pro-
voke, if not decision, at least more awareness."

- Preterm

...IT MAY BE MORE REALISTIC

FOR US TO HOPE WE WERE ABLE TO PROVOKE,

IF NOT DECISION,

(9
AT LEAST MORE AWARENESS.



...CAPITAL CITY READOUT CERTAINLY

PLAYED AN IMPORTANT ROLE

IN THE ACCUMULATION CF EVENTS LEADING

TO THE STUDY AUTHORIZATION

2. Describe any ways In wt, 6 participation in Capital Cily Readout has affected (or
will affect) policies, programs and/or operations in your organization. Has the

exhibition had any Impact of a lastinc, nature? Discuss any "peripheral" benefits
the exposition may have brought to your organization.

"It was good for our organization to specifically list the problems in the Dist-
rict addressed by its centers, and to prepare maps. This has helped us to real-
ize what our programs are providing, and many of the materials can be used in
other exhibits...(and) will be useful for years to come"

- Planned Parenthood of Metropolitan Washington, D.C.

,now of) no effect other than several new contacts made with others in the
recycling field, which have been followed up by visits or correspondence."

- U.S. Department of Interior, Bureatiof Mines

"(We) want to explore the possibility of building on our experience with this
display for a week-long open house exhibit in the HEW North Building. We also
have to presume involvement by HEW during the 1976 Bicentennial Celebration, when
10 million visitors are expected in Washington. Almost certainly the D.C. Bi-
centennial Commission will ask major Federal departments to consider some kind
of visitors' display. It is hard to justify the fact we are not doing something
like this already."

- U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare

"In general, we can say that the Capital City Readout was a helpful forum for
some of the ideas we have been pursuing with the Southeast Community. As a re-
sult of the exposure to the METRO planning effort, members of the District Gov-
ernment and the Government of Prince George's County were persuaded to request
WMATA to study the Branch Avenue Line in the light of suggested alternatives.
This is the first such study authorized by WMATA and while Capital City Readout
may not have been the major contributing factor, it certainly played an impor-
tant role in the accumulation of events leading up to the study authorization.
Any exposure to our efforts and those of the Southeast Community are beneficial
and we did receive inquiries from a number of people who wished to pursue fur-
ther the details of our activities."

- George Washington University
Department of Urban awl
Regional Planning,

3. Assess the value cf this kind of exposition in terms of public response. What
kinds of people seemed to visit your exhibit? How did they appear to rect to
what they were seeing?

"In general, people visiting our booths were those attending the meetings rather
than the general public. This was something of a disappointment to us because
we were particularly interested in reaching Washingtonians. It is also puzzling
because publicity for the event was good."

- Planned Parenthood of Metropolitan Washington, D.C.

"Overall, attendance at the exhibit was less than we had anticipated. More ad-
vertising in the papers and on television might have attracted more local atten-
dance."

- World Future Society

"Our visitors included all varieties -- students, medical doctors, reasearch
workers and utility executives. In general, the people who viewed our exhibit
were ordinary citizens; very few seemed to be scientists. Nearly all were very
enthusiastic and asked many questions."

- U.S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Mines

"Scientists and science students."

- U.S. Department of Health Education and Welfare

"Visitors'to our exhibits were professionals in family planning, M.D.'s, nu-
clear physicists, young people and anti-abortion activists."

- Preterm



4, Suggest ways in Wilkh your organization might be willing to participate in

future public oventl Ie Capital City Readout, Define the problems you
feel would have to be resolved I- order to make the event more worthwhile.

...future exhibits of this type (should) have less participation by
government agencies and institutional exhibitors...a smaller exhibit with
some key points might be more effective, it may be useful to have nearby
rooms available for small talks and discussions."

- World Future Society

"(We) would suggest more well-rounded involvement from the community."

- Preterm

"...a snack bar at the exhibit would have been appreciated by many exhibitors
and visitors."

- U.S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Hines

With a few exceptions, exhibitors enjoyed participating in Capital City Readout,
and felt that the experience was worthwhile. Also apparently unanimous among
exhibitors was the feeling that attendance should and could have been better. The
seemingly contradictory comments about the nature of people who attended the expo-
sition may be explained by the following:

Different organizational representatives manned exhibits at different
times of the day; those responding to the Informal questionnaire were
probably in the exposition hall at different times, and thus may have
gained different impressions.

Individual exhibits probably attracted individuals with advance interest
in subject matter being presented; this process of audience selection
may have led observers to decide (incorrectly) that those who visited
their exhibits were representative of the entire audience.

4.3
AN OPINION SURVEY BY THE ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

Out of interest in the exposition and concern for public response to its programs,
the Atomic Energy Commission (which was one of the exhibitors) had 23 staff members
attend Capital City Readout and subsequently asked them to answer a series of cues-
tions about the c4o,-,ition. A member of the Atomic Energy Commission's staff pre-
pared the following summary of results fncm the questionnaire. It Is presented here
as additional evaluative information.

Number Surveyed: 18 - From the Division of Biuredical and Environmental
Research (OBER)

- From the Oak Ridge Associated Universities (ORAU)
4 - From the Office of Information Services (01S)

Total: 23

Approach Used: 6 - Interviewed in person or by telephone.
17 - Completed questionnaires.

Questions and Responses:

I. What was the quality of the attendance at the exhibit? In other words, would
you say there were many people from cff the street visiting the exhibits, or
would you say most of them seemed to be AAAS types?

The majority of those interviewed expressed the opinion that most the atten-
dees were AAAS types,

2, What use of the ballots did you observe? How seriously were the ballots being
used?

Ten of those surveyed made no observation or had no comments. The majority of
those responding to this question felt that there was no significant use being
made of the ballots or that they were being used with lath. forethought, One
person expressed the feeling that the ballots were being used, seemingly
seriously, but were being cast before visiting the exhibit area. Another inter-
viewee stated that there was much activity putting ballots in cans with little
or no discussion of balloted issues. He stated that no questions or discussions
were asked of him, or of PEPCO's staff, concerning the metropolitan siting
proposition (Question No. 20 in the ballot book).



3. How many people attended? Do you feel the attendance was high or low?

The consensus of opinion was that attendance was low. Several compared the at-
tendance to other meetings they had attended and a few others stated that they
were there only in the evening or on the first day And therefore couldn't pro-
perly answer the question.

4. What type questions were asked at the Atomic Energy Commission exhibit? Gen-
erally, what was the reaction to our exhibit? Were most visitors friendly or
antagonistic?

Most persons interviewed felt that the majority of the visitors to AEC's exhi-
bits were friendly and interested. 'Persons visiting the "From Molecules to Man
and His Environment" exhibit showed considerable interest in, and asked questions
about, the cloud chamber and the radiation level display. Other questions con-
cerned printed material. One person interviewed expressed his opinion that
about 80% of the visitors were antagonistic. Two others indicated that they ex-
perienced antagonistic visitors and others that were skeptical.

5. What was the quality of other exhibits?

Generally, the opinion of those surveyed was that the quality of exhibits var-
ied, from "excellent" to "poor", and that imagination and creativity were decis-
ive factors, rather than money invested.

6. Do you have any other comments you would like to make?

Most of the additional comments concerned a feeling that attendance and effec-
tiveness of AEC's exhibits were unfavorably affected by poor location in the
exhibit hall.

4.4
SOME COMPARISONS OF :XHIBITS

Exhibits are usually evaluated by professionals from one or both of two perspec-
tives:

Influence on visitor behavior, as measured by the ability of exhibits to
attract and hold attention, shape social groupings and interaction, and
elicit other significant physical responses; and

Influence on visitor attitudes, as measured by the amount and accuracy of
information imparted, changes in visitor opinions and viewers' feelings to-
ward "experiencing" exhibits.

The following list of criteria for evaluating exhibits, from a study of varilus
Atomic Energy Connission exhibits 7 should Indicate the range of areas currently
considered by professionals.

Attractiveness of Exhibit
Ease of Comprenension
Unity within the Exhibit
Ability to Attract Attention
Ability to Hold Visitor Interest
Appropriateness of Exhibit Presentation
Accuracy of Information Presented
Location and Crowd Flow
Visitor Characteristics
Focus of Attention
Textual Material (labels, headings, etc.)
Relation of Exhibit to Surrounding Area and Other Exhibits
Design of Exhibit

Size
Physical layout
Use of color
Use of light

Exhibit Items
Quantity
Attractiveness
Size

Communication Techniques
Sound
Motion
Demonstrations
Charts
Film
Models
Auxiliary teaching techniques
Audience participation

Because Capital City Readout was staged with insufficient funds and preparation
time to permit rigorous evaluation of exhibits in the conventional sense, only ob-
servers' opinions are available to judge exhibit effectiveness.



A comment from. one representative of the Atomic Energy Commission expresses well
the sentiments of many who observed and contributed to the project:

"Some of the best exhibits and some of the worst were crude. Some offer-
ed much imagination and these were best attended and got their story acc-
ross. There appeared to be no relationship between effectiveness and in-
vestment in the exhibit. What counted were the ideas, the imagination, and
the people involved."

Anon the relatively crude and inexpensive (less than $250 construction costs)
exhibits which attracted and sustained great visitor attention were:

A legislation game devised by the League of Women Voters, in which visitors
rolled dice and Walked through a series Of squares representative of sta-
ges in "getting ynifr hill -Phremch rhnorPcq;"

A display of contraceptive devices prepared by Planned parenthood; and

o A puppet show titled "Don't Sleep While the Bull Dozes," produced by
Co-Det.(Coalition on Optimum Growth), which dramatized the causes of
urban congestion.

LmkHarwashington.D.C;

Certain intermediately elaborate exhibits (costing between $250 and $1000, ex-
clusive of costs for equipment) also appealed to 'visitors strongly. These included:

A living-room mockup, prepared by the Mitre Corporation, in which visi-
tors could sit on chairs or couches and experiment with interactive cable
television equipment;

A mockup of an abortion 'clinic reception room, prepared by Preterm, in
which visitors could study literature, photographs and a short slide pre-
sentation about abortion procedures;

IA pair of air-inflated bagsby Chrysalis Corporation containing rear pro-
jection 'screens which resembled gigantic television screens and displayed
movies on various topics;. and

OA display sponsored by HEW, which permitted visitors to test equipment de-
signed to aid physically handicapped persons.

Finally, several of the most elaborate exhibits (rocting the organizations in
some cases over $100,000)-attracted and held viewer attention. Notable among them
were:.

A temporary weather station, prepared by the National Oceanicand Atmos-
pheric Administration, which displayed information about local weather
conditions on machines Linked to satellites; and

WHAT COUNTED WERE THE IDEAS,

THE IMAGINATION,

AND THE PEOPLE INVOLVED.

BEST .COPY AVAILABLE

OA 'display and demonstration by NASA of equipment designed to monitor v
tal signs in space-bound astronauts.



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Categorization and comparison of exhibits on the basis of cost alone is rather
futile, since success in attracting and holding viewers seems dependent on other
more importa0 factors. Indeed, several of the obviously-very expensive exhibits
appeared also lo attract the least number of visitors. For example, the convent:on-
al "unpacked from a crate" displays offered by the Atomic Energy Commission, PEPCO,
and several others, drew fewer visitors than the home-made variety, prepared by the
League of Wom-Ti Voters and others.

Location within the exhibit hall might be offered as a significant variable in-
fluencing exhibit attenda:'ce; however, observers agree that (.I) a majority of people

visited all areas, and (2) :,,rtain exhibits, remote from entries, exits and major
circulation paths, received substantial visitor attention.

Realizlng their untested and unresearched nature, we, nonetheless,_ offer the
followinq conclusions concerning exhibit effectiveness at Capital City Readout:

The presence of human attendants added an important and useful education-
al dimension to exhibits since it allowed issue-oriented dialogue between
visitors and representatives of organizations. Attendants also helped to
assure that visitors understood the significance of exhibit materials in
the context of the exposition's theme.

Exhi bits displaying objects of intrinsic interest -- items which visitors
could study, handle or manipulate -- were very attractive, but in some
cases left the organizers with an impression that visitors were only pre-
occupied with'equipment, and learned little about social ^ ^ ^^ r. cnti-
fic ^ri.n.,7;ples. This effeCt was apparently diminished when exhibit atten-
dants made efforts to explain the significance of interesting objects
and equipment, as did perSonnel attending NASA's-and HEW's exhibits.

Exhibits with visual images and sounds discernable from remote locations
drew the most visitors. Concise, unified presentations (for example, the
sound and.slide show offered by Pre-Term, and the Co-Opt puppet show)
sustained visitor attention better than did longer or relatively undirected
exhibits (for example, displays which- required visitors to "browse ").
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Only a few exhibitors (notably Preterm, Planned Parenthood and Co-Opt)
actually presented their ideas strongly in the local problem-and solution-oriented
context suggested by publicity for Capital City Readout. Assuming the publicity
worked, visitor expectations may not have been met by exhibits which failed to un-
derscore issues.

A host ofjectipical and logistical problems accompanied the exposition: orlen-
tatLon-of exhibits to the hall entrance so visitors could; upon entering, have an

.-overviewl,of 'exhibits; noise interference among neighboring exhibits; layout of the
exposition hall to meet space requirements of individual exhibitors; and crating,
transport and storage of exhibit materials.

Also, visitors had nn pre5c-rillpd qequpnce in which to view exhibits and process
issue ballots. One possible solution to this problem would have been to allow
ballots to be cast directly in front of (or near to) exhibits rapncerned with the
issue in question. No strong relationship existed between statements on the ballots
and materials in exhibits. The content of each exhibit was not always clearly set
forth, which could easily have been done with a large sign or placecard identify-
ing the exhibit's theme. This was an especially acute problem with continuous, un-
attended movies, where a sign would have helped visitors to identify films in pro-
gress. Finally, a map of the exposition hall, perhaps placed in the ballot book
would have provided visitors with an overview of exhibits and their sponsors.



4.5
FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS WITH THE UNDERTAKING

Experiences with Capital. City Readout and a review of comments from observers
reveal several major areas which require consideration and improvement for future
community information expositions:

Synthesis and representation of a range of viewpoints may be difficult to

achieve simultaneously. Synthesis requires strong coordination of planning

and design, while presentation of balanced views may require participation

by many interest groups. How can information be made comprehensive, under-

standable, and unbiased?

0-,Credibi I ity and effectiveness are attributes which exposition sponsors and

'Planners should possess if public trust is to be maintained in the honesty

and worth of the effort. Strong affiliation with a single organization is
likely to arouse public suspicion that motives behind exposition feedback
activities are promotional, i.e., that information is unfairly slanted to
"sell" attitudes toward problems and solutions favored by particular interest

groups. Also, many persons believe (perhaps somewhot correctly) that most
institutions are quite specialized, and might, therefore, have little abi-
lity or legitimate interest in affairs of the whole community. Appropriate
and.capable existing institutions, and ways to develop new ones, should be

identified.

Communication between organizations and citizens raises fundamental ques-
tions: what kinds of citizen feedback are useful to policymaking organiza-
tions, and to the citizens themselves; what kinds of information, and how
much, do particular non-expert audiences need on problem and policy topics;
what are the best ways to present informaticn on the complex and changing
affairs of socieTy? New methods of communication, taking advantage of
advances in information technology, should be developed for use in these
contexts.

Maintenance of exhibit and citizen response-gathering programs over extend-
ed ed periods of time, is costly. Every organization is constrained by limited
human and financial resources. How can substantial costs be absorbed or
offset?

Location of exposition activities effects attendance characteristics. Cen-

tralization of exhibits creates geographic isolation; failure to locate ex-
positions in recognized and highly trafficked civic areas leads to reliance
on expensive and sometimes unreliable publicity devices. Citizen access to
information is limited by the hours during which an exposition is "open"
and persons who must be elsewhere at those times are excluded. Buildings carry
with them cultural biases, to the extent that some people 'will avoid places
they perceive as being "for someone else." Appropriate exposition loca-
tions, to reach intended audiences, should be identified.

OLinkage to similar or related activities in other regionS of the nation
would help to improve community information efforts. Information on events
and methods used in other areas of the country is difficult to obtain and
use effectively. How can reports on various ex cperiences. and lessons

communities?learned from them, be disseminated to other ommunities?

0 Evaluation should be made of potential impacts which innovative communica-
tion methods can have on public understanding of, and citizen participation
in, community deci=jon-making processes. Very little is known -Mout appli-
cations of interactive display media to such processes.

We have identified these seven areas of concern for future popular expositions bas-
ed on our direct personal experience with'Capital City Readout, on comments provided
by participants, on interviews with persons having related interests or abilities,
and on research into literature on interactive display media. Each source of informa-
tion posed substantial and important questions ri.bout ways to improve future exchanges
of regional information, many of which are reflected in the concerns outlined above.
Chapter 5 suggests some potential answers to these questions, gleaned from many of the

same sources.

4.,6
SUMMARY OF EVALUATION

Out of six major goals for Capital City Readout, four were well satisfied, one
was not, and evidence on another is not yet in (see section 2.1 for a complete state-
ment of goals);

We demonstrated the viability of a new mode of communication on regional
issues.

Organizations -- involved in identification and solution of problems -- dis-
played information on a number of important regional problems. Citizens and
organizational representatives discussed issues.



*2200 citizens registered their views on local issues but these were not re-
ported al-o organizations.

VIP dAVPInpAH rommunicatior techniques and organizational procedures for
possible use in other places.

It remains to be seen whether the exposition stimulated similar subsequent
efforts.

The preceding chapter contained detailed analysis of attendance, exhibit effecthie-
ness and presented comments from participants. Salient comments and criticisms of the
effort are summarized below.

Attendance at Capital City Readout totaled nearly 5500, which was slightly over one
half the anticipated number.4 Promotion, while extensive, was not effective in
persuading many members of low'income and mino-ity groups to attend. Location of the
exposition in an expensive hotel probably discouraged attendance by loral residents.

Smaller non-profit and volunteer organizations were generally more responsive than
large institutions to exhibit development guidelines, which requested displays fdcused
on specific local problems and efforts being made to solve them. Most participat-
ing organizations expresSed satisfaction with the exposition, although several cited
lo: attendance C3 o dissappol J.) L.-ent sevelai organizations, the exposition pro-
vided a valued first opportunity to build exhibits, some of which have received re-
gular subsequent use.

Exhibit attendants added significantly to communication and education processes.
They helped to create a dialogue between individual citizens and policymaking insti-
tutions. In exhibits, there appeared to be little relation between the amount of
money invested and ability to attract and sustain visitor attention; imaginative de-
sign ideas were most important.

Large visual images, sounds, and objects of intrinsic intereJ attracted the most
visitors to the exhibits. Static, undirected, two-dimensional displays did not
attract and sustain peoples' attention.

A number of problems will confront similar future efforts. These include: syn-
thesis of exhibit topics; credibility and effectiveness of organizers and sponsors;
adequate planning and preparation time; forms and effective uses of citizen feedback;
methods of communication through exhibit media; and planning and-carrying through
necessary evaluations of exposition effectiveness.

The exposition was successful in that'it so far has.satisfied four of the six
major goals set for it. . in addition,over 5000 people viewed the exhibits at an
average rate of 1000 per day; local newspapers, television and radio stations took
considerable interest in the event and many people and institutions have expressed
interest in the concept.'
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LESSONS AND
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR THE FUTURE



5.0

RECOMMENDATIONS
AND SUGGESTIONS FOR
FUTURE COMMUNITY
EXPOSITIONS

Indiv%juals considering future community expositions should pay particular atten-
tion to the following'seven interrelated areas: synthesis of information, balance
of viewpoints, credibility of the sponsoring or organizing group, effectiveness in
working with diverse groups, participatory planning, coordination and long-term
viability of the exposition.

These seven areas certainly do not cover all of the aspects of the substantive
planning and development which future efforts will encounter. Our purposes are to
(I) identify the most serious difficulties facing future efforts and (2) explore ways
to approach them. Problems and examples of solutions with general and widespread
application-are discussed here, in hopes that suggestions put forth will be useful to
a variety of groups from different regions. (Of course, great care should be taken

at the beginning to define the goals to be attained and to ensure that appropriate
procedures are set up to accomplish. those goals).

5.1
SYNTHESIS AND BALANCE OF VIEWPOINT

Information on social problems and alternatives comes i.n many forms, on many
topics, from many sources. One result is fragmented knowledge among citizens about
.problems and the full range of opportunities facing their communities.

Community expositions should serve to syntheSize the overwhelming array of infor-
mation on regional problems and policy alternativeS. Representation of a full range
of opinions and views may hinge.on participation by a broad range of interest groups,
especially the relatively powerless, in planning and implementation stages. Such

is the reasoning behind a recent movement in American schools of architecture and
Labau lomild "advocacy planning," the provision of volunteered profession-
al services to citizen groups otherwise unable to afford them.

Whorl it comes to popular communication efforts, however, participation by many
organizations presents problems. Capitzli City Readout, which hkl exhibits prepared
by 40 different groups, was confusing to some visitors, who readily understood the
importance and message of individual exhibits, but couldn't understand the place of
individual exhibits in an apparent overall scheme. Participation by organizations
with varied interests and views tendsto meet the need to achieve balance in what
is presented, but the need to synthesize these views remains as a major Intellect-
ual and organizational problem with the multi-sponsor approach.

Groups in several cities have tried to organize community information within
easily understood and comprehensive frameworks. Most of these efforts can be placed

in one of three general categories: (I) organization by issues; (2) organization by
themes; or (3) organization by process.

Issues are often used as a context for presenting information and gaugingpop-
ular opinion, perhaps because they are easily identified as areas of-popular concern.
One needs only to become familiar with the content of local news media reports in
order to develop a sense.of current community issues; the questions posed in Capital
City Readout ballots were formulated essentially from this kind of observation.

Referenda tend to focds on issues (which can range from fluoridation of water
supplies, to construction and support of educational facilities, to funding of mass
transportation systems), and, although local news media disseminate vast amounts of
information on many aspects of such controversies, issues are generally unsatis-
factory as a basis for activities which aim to improve communication processes and to
enhance popular understanding of a complete range of community needs and opportu-
nities.

4

Issue-oriented information tends to be concerned with only a few (often polar-
ized) solutions to problems, rather than with a full range of options and oppor-
tunities. Fundamental, underlying questions rarely-receive adequate attention, if

their are raised at all. Such issues, with their short-term focus and narrow scope,
present only scattered bits and pieces of larger questions which urgently need to
be better explored.



Therros have been used, with better success, to focus public information on topics
of lastinl concern, many of which can be translated Into issues. Museums often

orient exhibit material to theriesil The Bureau of International 17xpcsItions in

Pirie, which ,evorr.eon 111 "Expo" ventures, irants special status to events which
or rxtitits for the 1974 Spokane World Exposition (Expo

'74) Ar,, to t.1-! wHh tho Inomo Can Live, Work and Play in Harrony

With His frivirorixent,"2 Disn,.ivlant, to), relies on the use of thematic str,ctures

for organization, as in "Tomorrcwland' and "Main Street,"

Con5idcred alc)ne, most exhibit themes (when not irrelevant) are to broad or Nati-
teiln7)e:. to nrvide roro than Wry iororl ba:1-,T-Qund far information. Of course,
this is an important function which should not be ignored. Too often, thdugh,

to collect under cmna Iltol an incomplete set of woal,dy related con-

pts. l.icever, if oarefuliy sonceived, themes can provide a clear and ccnprehen-
ervnizo pilpulan information and citizen participation processes.

Ylnificant examples are such process-oriented efforts as "Goals for Callas" in
Toxjs, and tho growin nurtor of "Year ?MO" projects in such places as Hawaii and

4ashington, or "7ommorrow" projects in California and Massachusetts and,
to a lessor extent,*hoices for '76 in hew York City," These efforts attempt to
direct the attention of exports, the public and other policyrakers toward the future
o: a re,,tien, to identify and define problems and options, to establish priorities
and to achieve consensus on goals. Such activities provide a fairly comprehensive

fcused context for copular communication and citizen participation activities,

Tt7L! 2092 "oort to Citizens,"3 a supplement to local newspapers, con-
tained lists of ,:r3iS ("statements of desired levels of achievement") and objectives
( "'Measurable -7.hrt-range steps toward achieving the goals") for the future of

Seattle. Tas. forces composed of citizens, professionals, civil servants and
businessmen Prepared statements of goals, objectives and strategies for implemen-
tation.

The task forces were assembled so that each might be especially well-suited to
consider ono of twelve areas:

Community- diversity and uniqueness for neigborhoods and a sense among
_

residents of belonging to a larger community.

Downtown and Nalor Activity Centers; concentration of cultural, recreation-
al, commercial and governmental facilities as a means of providing community
focus and vitality.

Economy and Economic Security; development of an economy less dependent on
fluctuating aerospace industry, and provision of more jobs to minorities.

Education and Communication; use of community resources to extend opportu-
nities for perconal growth to all individuals.

Environment - Pollution, Population and Energy; control of forces which
threaten health and welfare of residents.

Government and Citizen Participation; modernization of laws and procedures
to permit more effective and equitable citizen involvement in local and
regional community affairs.

Housing; provision of living arrangements based upon individual needs and
desires, rather than upon standards.

Law and Justice; provision of fair and speedy trials to thoce accused of
criminal offense, and programs which rehabilitate to those who are convic-
ted.

Recreational, Cultural and Leisure Activities; improvement of opportunities
for recreation, use of leisure time, and understanding, enjoyment cf, and
participation in the arts.

Social and Health Services; provision of comprehensive, readily available
care so that optimum health and well-being may be enjoyed by everyone.

Social Justice and Human Resources; extension of equal opportunities in all
areas to all people.

Transportation - Utilities New Technologies; planning, implementation and
operation of transportation and utility systems to achieve the social, eco-
nomic and environmental goals of the people of Seattle.

Seattle ',-000 a,-d other similar efforts provide for citizen participation in 3

DrOC.1!sf, of planning comrmnity goals and dcvelopin strategies for implementation, as
._1,y.onstrted by the excerpt on tho left.

Th..? "Year 2000"/"T(-norrow"/"Goals" activities offer an excellent way to orgonize
matters of cmoinity interest 17d enable citizens to help identify comnunity problems
and options and implement policies. Community "outreach" of these movements would
be served well by use of exhibit media in addition to newspapers, radio and television.

//id 10111
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CREDIF3IUTY AND EFFECTIVENESS
Malnraining public trust In the integrity of information received is an important

need to be coesidered in development of any program aimed at large, relatively undif-
ferentiated citizen audiences, This problem is especially acute when considering
options, since an entire effort can be easily discredited if special interests are
linked (even incorrectly) with promotion of particular views.

It is not enough that an organization responsible for popular communication
efforts be unbiased in Its approach: the public oust be convinced of the fact, and
so must other organizations whose participation is sought, In he heat of debate
can pehlic even the rest neutral organizations, with fte broadest public
purposes, can be accused of failure to be objective.

The problem discussed here has to do with images, held by citizens and institu-
tions, of those who plan and coordinate information activities; the final effort
will be judged not only on the basis of its merits, but also on the basis of who
was responsible for it. Motives of the AAAS.were suspected by some groups invited
to participate in Capital City Readout. One group offered the view that the exposi-
tion represented nothing more than an attempt by an establishment institution to
"look relevant." Some wondered why an organization of scientists would (apparently)
take sudden interest in communicating with citizens about social problems,

The credibility and effectiveness of an organization responsible for planning
and coo-dination of public information activities appears to hinge on at least
three critical faciors:

OA reputation for impartiality and unbiased interest in communicating with
citizens;

Contacts among many kinds of organizations within government, academia, pri-
vate enterprise and public service; and

Access to expert knowledge in many fields.

Most of the various "Tomorrow/Year 2000" groups discussed in Section 5.1 have
these attributes. Several were originated by local or state government, or by groups
of individuals with extensive community contacts and local political experience. Sev-
eral groups, besides governmental and academic organizations, have the needed charac-
teristics, Among these groups are research institutes, professional societies, vol-
unteer, certain other non-profit organizations and even some trade associations.
All of these organizations have important resources, many of which could be directed
toward popular communication on regional problems and options. Several such organ-
izations have begun recently to devote substantial attention to problems and alter-
native futures in specific regions.4 Some have made, or plan, considerable ef-
forts to improve citizen participation and popular communication on community issues.

5.3
PLANNING AND COORDINATION

research, trade and professional organizations have the unique additional advan-
tage of national network with active local branches. Such national influence could
significantly aid efforts to initiate, coordinate and facilitate communication/
participation activities (which may have similar reeds) in different regions of the
country.

Participation by local or,anizations in planning and coordination of popular com-
munication efforts is essential if the cooperation and trust of citizens and local
institutions are to be secured. Consideration must be given to processes such that
the participation can occur most effectively.

Capital City Readout had a relatively simple executive structure since
responsibility for the event rested primarily with the AAAS staff involved; as
stated, a three-member editorial committee formulated and interpreted policy and
two project coordinators carried it out. There is reason to believe that a
similar arrangement would be possible and desirable in future projects. A number
of people, either representing organizations or acting as individual citizens,
might compose a committee to initially formulate objectives, interpret policy, pro-
vide guidance, and periodically review progress. A smaller group of skilled
individuals, working regularly and closely, could be responsible for development of
specific exposition design details.

Sufficient time, funds and appropriate skills are perhaps most critical to
effective planning and coordination. Six months should be enough time for citizens
and persons well versed in community organization and popular communication to
assemble an exposition. In our experience, the bulk of such a period could most
profitably be devoted to design of exhibits and development of a citizen response
program. As implied in the arrangement described two paragraphs above, a clear set
of goals and objectives should be developed at the outset by a group representative
of community needs and interests, as has been done in the various "Goals"/
" Choices" / "2000 " / "Tomorrow'' activities. Planning and coordination of a community
interactive exposition could then become, with a clear ma date, the responsibility
of an executive staff devoted full time to the effort. 9 D



D.4
VIABILITY AND MAINTENANCE OVER TIME

To be an effective part of community Information and citizen participation
processes, interactive popular expositions require sustained existence. Apart from
initial costs, two important exposition components represent thr, major area of
expense because they require regular and continued attention:

"Maintenance, operation, monitoring, evaluation and modification of infor-
mation displays; and

"Collection, analysis, interpretation and reporting of citizen responses to
information.

To become more self-supporting, popular expositions should:

Coordinate with programs of existing community institutions (museums,
libraries, television and radio stations, newspapers and magazines); and

"Encourage the redirection of resources within existing community institu-
tions toward support of communication/participation activities.

Pilot projects and particular components of long term citizen participation
activities may remain attractive to various funding sources. Museums, for
example, often obtain funds for special projects consistent with the aims of govern-
ment and private granting organizations. At present, these include programs on
various facets of "pollution" or the "energy crisis," or on related scientific
principles. Several citizen information /involvement campaigns based on the use of
new communication technologies currently survive on an experimental basis with
grant funds.

A well coordinated planning effort could conceivably secure grant funds from
various sources sufficient to produce a major and sustained exposition/feedback
project in at least one community, But if it is to extend to several or many com-
munities, the opportunity to create participatory expositions must not be contingent
solely on the aims and capabilities of grantors: ways must be sought to initiate
and sustain the activity by integration of existing and modified community
resources.

Museums, libraries, television and radio stations, newspapers and magazines are
among the most important communication resources available for use in conjunction
with popular expositions. Their use in proper combination represents a way to
insure long-term viability and maintenance for new forms of communication/
participation activities.

Museums of science,art and history have recently begun to voice commitment to a
new urban role. A report to the Department of Housing and Urban Development by a
special committee of the American Association of Museums recommends:

Serious examination of the communities in which museums exist, with a
view to discovering needs which can be met by the re-direction of mu-
seum resources and ways in which the museum can more effectively serve
the community.5

[; museums should give highest priority to) exhibitions, acquisitions
and programs relevant to current urban needs and problems, including
as subjects, but not limited to, the population explosion, the environ-
mental crises, war, aging, disease, drug abuse, inter-group relations
and the histories of neighborhoods within the city.6

museums have vast experience with ways to interpret complex subject matter
through exhibits, Their attention will probably be increasingly directed toward
problems and opportunities faced by communities they serve, Museums can con-
tribute in other important ways:

Two new familiar museum resources have special relevance to the new
neighborhood museums and other urban projects struggling into
existence with the coll,Thration of the museum. These are the offi-
ces of funding and development and the departments of education,
public information and community relatico-.s.

The funding office is a relatively new part of the museum staff,
created out of the growing recognition that the traditional sources
of financial support are no longer sufficient to carry on, let alone
expand, the programs of the museum. Such offices have made close
studies of the new sources of museum funds in private foundations
and government depart..7ents. Even more relevant, these offices have
mastered the somewhat stylized language developed by those public
and private bureaucracies. They know, for example, the minimum
boundaries of control that are absolutely essential to the obtaining
of funds from those sources an may easily never come to mind
when proposals are being formulate community representatives
inexperienced in the process. The -.'. of museum offices of funding
and development can serve as a kind of switchboard and translation
bureau, re-writing the plans of community centers into language

ail
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understandable by the "philanthropolds and bureaucrats, and con-
necting the potentialities of community centers with the government
and prIA.Ae funds that are dedicated, in general, to similar pur-
poses. In some communities, that service alone will prove of more
immediate, short-term and even long-term service than anything else
the museum does in the field.?

Libraries are another existing community which could be utilized to increase
the viability and depth of public information expositions. Substantial amounts of
additional Information could be made easily accessible to people by orienting
reading selections to subjects raised in exhibits. A member of the American
Library Association suggests that libraries are likely places to locate problems-
and-policy exhibits, and that interactive devices, such as issue ballots or
questionnaires, can easily be distributed, collected and processed, using
existing libraly staff and equipment.'

Local pr)nt and broadcast media can provide some necessary Information dis-
semination and collection services. In the Albany-Troy-Schenectady region of
New York State, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute collaborated with local newspapers
and television statics to produce a special project titled "Feedback: Citizen

Involvement in Educa..,.n.", TV programs were broadcast In conjunction with news-
paper articles on the topic of education, explanations of the project and an
"issue ballot." Viewers were asked to mark and return ballots by mall after
watching telecast discussions among community leaders, students, parents, educators
and local school system representatives. Newspapers then published results of the
balloting, portions of which were used by the project team to design questions for
consideration in subsequent broadcasts, articles and ballots.

This example indicates important ways In which several existing community
resources (newspapers, magazines, television and radio stations, university computer
centers) can be used to produce more interactive and participatory processes of
public information and decision-making. Balloting/reporting activities may become

regular activities of popular print and broadcast media. Interactive expositions
would benefit from strong association with such projects since theexpenditure re-
quired to gather, process, analyze and report citizen responses to policy questions
would be accommodated by ordinary communication media.

The solution to the problem of insuring that an exposition or other popular
communication activity has long-term viability -- i.e., is dynamic, flexible and
financially secure -- involves understanding and effective use of existing com-
munity resources, which can range from public communication media to public parks.

We suggest that innovations in popular communication on community topics can
be made more enduring and less difficult to finance through the integration and
redirection of programs in institutions such as museums, libraries, television and
radio stations and newspapers. Clearly, citizen access to information is also

improved. As more institutions and facilities become involved in popular communi-
cation activities, "outreach" to community members (some of whom might not be
reached by a more limited approach) will increase in effectiveness, as is argued in

the next section.

5.5
OUTREACH TO THE COMMUNITY

Public information displays should be located in many different places so that
people can encounter them easily in the course of daily work,and leisure activity.

Capital City Readout was staged in a large, expensive hotel, located in an area
alien to many residents of Washington, D.C. Attendance did not represent a cross
section of Washington's population; many segments of the local community --
particularly Blacks, Latin Americans, and those with middle and lower income -- were
under-represented. In retrospect, a hotel was undoubttelly a poor choice for the

site of a popular community exposition.

Events of a public,nature should occur in places recognized as community terri-
tory end reached easily by people who need to be attracted. The problems of

cultural bias and geographic isolation do not pertain only to hotels in large
cities; museums, universities, libraries, civic centers, and certain shopping
districts are viewed by many persons as "places for someone else." Displays should

be located in, for example, such places as:

Enclosed shopping malls

*Museums

*Downtown street corners and sidewalks

Parks, squares, fountains, and other outdoor public spaces

Libraries

Schools

Playgrounds

Storefront windows



overnment an o her pub is buildings

*Subways, bus terminals, airports and railroad stations

Integration of a public information display network with human movement net-
works -- locution of inplaces frequented regularly by many people --
raises auestions a 1,chnict nature. Exhibits of the type found in museums and
other places to which people must make special visits would probably be inappropriate
in settings where human traffic amounts are greater and attention spans are neces-
_sarily more brief.

Travelling exhibits, especially museum ones, are now common.- The Smithsonia'n

Institution Travelling Exhibit Series (SITES) offers, on hundreds of topics, dis-
plays which are durable, easilytr:insported, assembled and disassembled. Most
itinerant exhibits, however, ar.! exceedingly dull. From thp standpoint of capturing
and holding viewer attention, They do not compare well even with stationary exhibits
found in the "parent" museum (many of which also fail to attract and sustain
attention), For the most part, travelling- el<hibitsare little more than.a series
of free-standing or wall-mounted panels, each covered with two dimensional images
and explanatory text, like pages from a giant, but otherwise rather ordinary,
textbook primer, and every hit as uninteresting.

Situations in which exhibits are likely to stay for longer periods of time (in
places where there ire always people, as in a subway. .station) can he treated as in a
museum or xpositism, since similar problems and design criteria are applicable.
In addition to stationary-exhibits, exhibits that can travel quickly and easily
_from place to place are needed.

CSIDGJNC Wilwaukee

Many museums, libraries and municipal governments have implemented "programs-
on-wheels" to develop the feeling among disenfranchised citizens that public
institutions are "reaching out" to them. Mobile city halls and c9mplaint centers
-- offices inside trucks or trailers -- now exist- in New -York and Boston.1°
They enable citizens, who might not otherwise be able or willing, to have direct
personal contatt with government. Boston's "Center for Choice" activities carried
-displays and questionnaires on urban problems into many of that city's neighbor-
hoods, making use of a remodeled tractor-trailer,11

More elaborate forts of itinerant display media hd,:e been proposed. Hewitt
Crane of The Stanford Research Center envisions multi-media travelling shows, in

the tradition of-the Chautauqua covered wagons and tent Chautauqua shows which
toured the United States about the turn of the century. Like its phedecessors,
Crane's travelling shows would mix entertainment with debate on current issues
among experts, politicians and citizens, He suggests jurther that interactive
exhibits be added to the repertoire of travelling shows. 12

Archigram Architects of London developed a project titled "Instant City,"
which envisioned mobile caravans travelling between urban centers. Their purpose
would be to make available in one spot a complete array of urban services, ranging
from entertainment and education to counselling on social problems.

There are strong arguments for decentralizing the location of exhibits on
matters of community interest and for placing them in areas regularly frequented
by citizens in the course of their daily activities. The- initial definition of
forum imparted a sense of physical place -- the marketplace, center of public busi-
ness and of the community. One purpose of work in the area of popular communication
and citizen participation is to restore a sense among all citizens that there is an
appropriate, identifiable and easily reached place in the community for learning,
discussing and becoming involved,

For some communities, a new form of community center is emerging:

A new kind of civic center -- the shopping mall -- is blossoming across
the nation and changing the lives of millions of U.S. families. For a
substantial portion of America's 85 million suburbanites, and for many
city-dwellers, too, the mall is replacing the old corner drugstore,
the city park and,Hain Street as the core of community belonging in
America.13

BEST CjeY AVAILABLE
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The 'Jation's 15,000 shopping centers are not only places of retail trade; many
npw offer a wide range of social services and programs in addition to recreational
opportunities:

Some urban specialists, including Professor (Stephen) Burks of
George Washington University, believe that shopping centers are a
wave of the future and will become even more important to American
society. Malls, Mr. Burks predicts, will become the focal points for
a variety of governmental services, as well as social centers, making
such facilities more easily accessible."

Studies indicate that shopping mcIlis, next to work and home, are where more end
rare Americans spend the largest part of their time, As they do, demands grow
for n,!,ncommercial facilities, such as libraries, churches, And information referral
centers. flails have become increasingly popular locations for "community relations"
exhibits spansored by police departments and other government agencies,
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In order to reach the whole community, npplar communication and citizen partici-
pation activities ml.rjht do best to travel to''the people rather than require that
nopple travel to them, Elaborate displays will not lend themselves to portability

and inexpensive or easy replication,I5 A media hybrid -- combining television and
exhibit -- might be possible and highly effective in providing greater outreach for
stationary exhibits. Itinerant and decentralized forms of community information

display should receive more atter,tio.. and greater use.

5.6
COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES

This section begins with one of the main propositions put forth in this report:
there arc better ways than those used conventionally to communicate technical com-
r-JJnity problem-and-policy information to large, nonexport audienCes. The problem
has been stated concisely in these terms:

The mode of understanding that is needed is one of gestalt appreciation
rather than explicit knowledge of bits of data."

In other words, when it comes to ,appreciation of complex situations, People need
to rely upon intuitive, rather than purely analytic faculties, in order to gain a
feeling for what presented data are "telling" thorn,

A simple example should clarify ttis notion, Underneath the Chicago 'Iuseum of
icience and Industry lien full-;cale, operating coal mine; visitors ride a ci:3,2.-

-tyr.?e elevator down hundreds of feet into the dark. mine, Upon reaching the bottom
of the elevator shaft, they transfer to a small train. It travels through dimly
It man-trade caverns while a guide (in authentic miner's clothing) explains

technical facets of coal mining, represented by "realistic" passing scenery,

Short of actual work as a miner, there is probably no experience available which
could do as much to convey to people a strong and accurate sense of what this
extractive industry is like; one gains a quick feeling for not only the technology
-- the tremendous scale of equipment and effort expended -- but also for whatever
impact coal mining has had upon the earth, the finite nature of mineral resources
and the difficult circumstances endured by humans who perform the work,



The Chicago coal mine does not illustrate precisely the nature of current
extractive technology. Of course, many "advances" In the Industry have been made
since this replica was built, but this is not the major point. The operating coal
mine "exhibit" is an example of the approach required to convey to audiences a
trustworthy sense of appreciation for a rather complex situation, which could not
be done as well nor as quickly by most other means. Ail human senses are focused
primarily on the subject at hand during this ride through the mine. The strongest

Impressions gained by visitors are through intuitions facilitated by direct
experience with the mine environment.

Designers at Disneyland understand well and use creatively similar communication
principles. Their chief "Imagineer" described the process as one of removing from
the visitors' environment any Information contradictory to a principal message,
He learned this from experiences in the early days of cartooning when Disney's
designers mastered the power to control entirely the content of animated movie
screen images. To some people, this great a degree of control of the message is
objectionable -- when they became aware of the control.

"Tomorrowland," "Main Street" and "The Jungle" are convincing because, like
the Museum of Science and Industry coal mine, they envelop visitors within a
situation where all senses and faculties are receiving a single, well-defined
(but complex) message.

The Smithsonian Institution has begun to apply some of the same techniques of
environmental exhibitry to social topics, most notably in its recent travelling
show on "Drugs" (where Disney-inspired talking mannequins explain various views of
drug use) and, perhaps more effectively, in a display on World War I, a battlefield
replica with barbed-wire fences, trenches and the sound of shells exploding,
Can similar methods be used to demonstrate the nature of various local problems and
policy options?"

What about concepts and situations which do not lend themselves readily to com-
munication through replication?

There is a great and growing need for the kinds of powers of com-
munication that help a person gain, vicariously, a feeling for the
natures of fields too extensive and diverse to be directly
experienced."

This is a problem, in part, of synthesis; some way must be found to integrate
various problem areas, show their interrelations and impacts on one another, and
present them in forms which lead to comprehensive understanding. Substantial

arguments have been made to show thatt

Prose and its archetype, the mathematical equation, do not suffice.
They offer more specificity within'a sharply limited region of
discourse than is safe, since the clearly explicit can be so easily
mistaken for truth, and the difference can be large when context is

slighted. Also, prosaic description has a natural affinity for
specialty, which is nearly the opposite of the mood in which wholes
are to be felt.

What is called for is some way (or much more likely, ways) of cap-
turing directly the infinite capacity we all have for sensing and
discriminating among wholes."

Models, games, animations and maps -- and other forms of simulation -- are
among alternatives to prosaic expression which may be useful in giving lay audi-

ences an intuitive grasp of complex social problem situations, much as they have
been used by military and business strategists to derive quick and accurate
impressions from vast amounts of information (several exhibits at Capital City
readout used these methods, as discussed in section 3,4),

We have encountered a number of impressive and useful methods for building

surrogates of reality. It should be noted that there is no clear agreement among

professionals in the field on terminology for activities using models, simulations
or games.20 Methods which may be useful in popular communication are discussed

briefly below.

Gaming, to quote one theorist, "has its chief utility in the way in which it
prompts its players to behave for awhile as though the fictional situation were
real and therefore to engage in visceral powers of discrimination, If one can get

himself to function in an appreciative mode (as contrasted with an analytic,
intellectual one), that in itself can be Important,"

Experts report that, despite impressions to the contrary given by mass media,
comparatively few existing games are oriented to non-military purposes.22
Among examples of non-military gaming applications are land use planning games,
intended to teach the management of urban development problems (CLUG, CITY, METRO,
APEX, etc.), and various free-form games, which an authoritative source describes
as the form "least expensive" and "most 1 ly to produce an impressive array of

new insights Into complex problems."23
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"Enviro-County" is one such game employed by academicians, poilcymakerS and
citizens to resolve hypothetical community problems at the Cooperative Science
Education Center at Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

Simulations of past, present and future conditions in the physical environment
may become more usefullo citizen participation in planning activities through
development of physical scale models and simulated visual experiences of urban
environments.

The Berkeley Environmental Simulation Laboratory group envisions the usefulness
of its work with large models of the San Francisco Bay Area:

Present techniques for simulating future environments utilize plans,
perspectives, photographs and models. These simulations are
usually quite distant from environmental experience. They are diffi-
cult for laymen to understand, as with plans or other abstractions, or
they provide an illusion of reality that is likely to be inaccurate,
as with models, single perspectives, or photos from one or two view-
points. By communicating to the public the nature of environmental
proposals, the simulator can provide a focus for the assessment of
environmental impacts and for the resolution of environmental
conflicts.24

Designers of scale-model simulations, recognizing limitations and dangers
inherent in efforts to represent even the physical aspects of present or future
reality, describe one way in which such equipment might become an effective com-
ponent of community forums:

Simulating the true consequences of a project should be the aim of a
public environmental simulator. One way to accomplish such a diffi-
cult task is to make a distinction between the proposed environment
that project planners have designed and the consequent environment
that may result. Since such consequences cannot be predicted with
certainty, a plural strategy of projection might be necessary.
Protagonists and antagonists of a project could be called upon to
articulate their predictions of the consequent environment and
simulations could then be made of b)th Or, an independent outside
expert may be called upon to make 'impart' 1" predictions. Besides
assisting in the public choice of alternative plans, the simulator
can therefore aid in predicting the alternative consequences of
projects. Trade-offs can then be made between them."

Mathematical models of complex situations are potentially useful but probably
less accessible to the public since expert and specialized analytical skills are
required to operate and understand them. An approach similar to the "World Game"
conceived by R, Buckminster Fuller," if modified to pertain to a local con-
text, could display present and potential future conditions influenced by the use
and availability of community resources. Like the models used by J, Forrester
and the group at MIT (for example, as In the books World Cynamics and Limits to
Growth), techniques developed by the Battelle Laboratories (DEMATEL, Decision-Making
and Trial Evaluation Laboratory) and others, such abstract models would need con-
siderable modification in order to become either readily understood or effective
popular communication devices.

Animation of conventional social indicator information has been proposed as a
way to make statistical information more accessible to citizens. Termed "kino-
statistics" by its originators, thn concept calls for "exploitation of audiovisual
attributes such as motion, color mixes, auditory nonverbal communication, and user
interactive systems" in order that "elaborate messages might be more accurately,
coherently'and speedily communicated.""

Applied Urbanetics, Inc., of Washington, D.C., has developed techniques to map
and animate sequences of social indicator information, understandable at a glance
by audiences relatively inexperienced in handling sLch data,21

Each of the foregoing examples suggests answers to the fundamental problem of
synthesis and holistic communication stressed In earlier discussions of popular
communication. Although far from representing a complete array of available and
useful communication techniques, they reflect some significant principles and
products of the field.

5.7
CITIZEN RESPONSE MECHANISMS AND THE USES OF FEEDBACK

The AAAS community exposition sought to treat visitors as sources, as well as
receivers, of Information. Issue ballots and exhibits with attendants added an
interactive dimension to the exposition since citizens could "talk to organiza-
tions" by chatting informally with representatives and by casting votes on
various issue Questions (on which most organizations did take a stance },

The ballot book streamlined the survey process and eliminated the often intimi-
dating and dulling experience of completing questionnaires. In addition, project
organizers hoped that a certain spirit of inquiry and dialogue might be evoked by
Inviting citizens to respond to material presented by local organizations, In fac



however, they were invited to respond to issues, the Issues were not directly linked
to specific exhibits, and visitors had no prescribed sequence for viewing of
exhibits and processing of ballots.

Dialogue and. iht.aa 11,-,c, were facilitated by a number of electronic devices, some
of which were designed for use in "town hall" meetings, and which should be useful
incormunity expositions. Some, examples are:

I/Computer-assisted interactive cable television program's, which enable
viewers to respond to audio-video information (for example,
illustrated issue questions) by manipulating touchtone pads, alphanumeric
koY boards or In the C350 of cathode ray tubes) light pens;29 and

Electronic "voting boxes," devised by Thomas B, Sheridan of MIT for
use in large meeting situations where group response to questions needs
to be gathered, recorded and displayed guickly.3°

Both examples suggest important new ways to facilitate discussion among citizens,
experts and policymakers; in an exposition format these devices might serve the same
purpose as a standard survey, with the added possibility of many rounds of rapid
presentation, questioning and response, with greater amounts of group or individual
choice of topic areas.

5.8
IMPACT EVALUATION

Future community expositions should be designed to permit rigorous evaluation
from several major standpoints:

Public interest as reflected in patterns of attendance, audience demo-
graphic characteristics and subjective visitor comments.

Comparative ability of various display configurations, media and
community locations to attract and sustain viewer attention and to
create public understanding of problems and options.

Llsefulness of information from citizens to planning and problem-
solving organizations.

*Impact on community decision - making processes, and on community
decisions, in such areas as growth, land use, transportation,,
education and employment opportunities.

Residual uses of exhibits and other impacts on participating
organizations.

Impact on organizations supporting the exposition.

Evaluation of each of these areas requires investigation substantially beyond
the scope permitted by research done for this report. Nonetheless, we stress the
need for collaboration during planning stages among social scientists, exhibit
designers, citizens, survey designers and urban planners to insure adequate bases
for evaluation,

The difficulties of organizing interdisciplinary-interinstitutional efforts are
well known, We suggest that -- giver strong leadership, clear goals and necessary
incentives -- such an approach can work well. Specifically, expert individuals
from local universities, government and private organizations could be called upon
for professional advice, or even to take on full design responsibility for various
elements of the exposition and citizen response programs.

Coordinated and relatively modest funding from foundations with broad social
and technical concerns (for example, the National Science Foundation) could produce
the incentives necessary to provide exposition planners with the resources for
rigorous evaluation in the areas previously clescrioca.

5.9
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

The material preceding this section discusses some potential solutions to
problems we encountered in the Washington, D.C. exposition, it also examines ideas

and activities which may be of use and interest to planners of future expositions.

One purpose for this report is to stimulate further and better communication/
participation activities in other regions.. To this end, we present, in abbreviated

form, our recommendations. Readers are encouraged to refer to the main portion of
this chapter for full discussion of these points.

The various " Goals" / "Choices " / "2000 " /"tomorrow" activities, in such

places as California, Texas, Massachusetts and New Hampshire, offer
a good way for communities to identify problems and opportunities, to
set goals, to establish priorities, to consider and implement policies,
and to obtain useful citizen participation in these processes.
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*Outroach to all kinds of cltl:crs is important but difficult, due ho
differences in needs, perceptions and Attitues. Evposit1ons should
be located in places to which people have regular and easy access
(bus stations, shopping malls, etc.). To the same end, itinerant
community Information displays should be developed, to visit occa-
sionally such places as parks, fairgrounds, playgrounds, schools and
downtown pedestrian areas.

'Museums. libaries and local MASS media h e begun to sense and
pursue a now role for themselves, closely associated with local
environmental issues and public information needs. Persons seeking
to establish popular communIcatlon on community affairs should take
advantage of the resources offered by these institutions.

Planning and coordination are perhaps the most Important two efforts
aimed at building public understanding and participation. We recom-
mend the establishment of small advisory groups, composed of persons
who represent a range of community interests, in order to develop
objectives and set goals for regional expositions. A smaller group of
skilled personnel, functioning as executive staff to the advisory
board, could then be devoted full time to planning and coordination.

:C; 1'1 zeu uf 12Lfadc:k, dfld 1[5 potential uses, snoul receive
careful attention. Ballots and surveys should be closely linked with
exhibit materials, a requirement which suggests the need for collabora-
tion during planning siege scuial scientists, exhibit designers
and survey specialists.

*Communication on complex topics through display media can best be
served by intuitive, rather than purely analytic, means. Among the
techniques being developed for this purpose are gaming, animation,
modelling and other sophisticatuJ forms of simulation, many of which
could be used in community expositions. Where possible, human attendants
should be used with exhibits, both as an added source of information
and as a way to make dialogue more personal.

...
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR
COMMUNITY
EXPOSITIONS

During preparation of this report, we mat with or contacted a number of groups and
individuals interested and experienced in various aspects of problem Identification
and analysis, popular communication, and citizen particiPition. One reason for
initiating such contacts was to identify cbpable organizations from different regions
which are or might become active in organizing problem-and-policy oriented communica-
tion activities.

Such groups include the various "Year 2000"/"Tomorrow" organizations, which now
exist in California, Massachusetts, Hawaii, Rhode Island and Washington State, as
well as "Goals for Dallas" in Texas, "Choices for '76" in New York City, and "Feedback"
in upper New York state. These have already been discussed in section 4.1, and the
potential role of museums and libraries has been discussed in section 4.4.

This section discusses several opportunities where interests and abilities exist,
and where communication/participation activities might be developed. Appendix 5
provides a directory to individuals and organizations withknowledge about and In-
terest in at least some aspects of such activities.

6.1
SOME INTERESTED GROUPS

Contacts were made in, six regions with representatives of the following organizations:

SAN FRANCISCO

-Oakland Museum
Palace of Arts and Science, Exploratorium
Latino Local Development Center
University of California Department of Urban and Regional Development
Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, Architects and Engineers
Stanford Research Institute
Patterns and Systems International
California Tomorrow
Lawrence Hall of Science

PHILADELPHIA

University City Science Center
Franklin Institute
Citizens Alliance Service of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia American Revolution Bicentennial Commission

SEATTLE

Seattle 2000
Pacific Science Center
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories:
Expo '74 (Spokane)

BOSTON

Boston Children's Museum
University of Massachusetts
Boston Science Center

CHICAGO

Field Museum of Natural History
Museum of Science and Industry

NEW YORK CITY

Brooklyn Museum
Americar7MuseUM7(51-NatUral History
Regional Plan AsociO!ion (Choices for '76)



It would be inaccurate to imply that all of these organizations will become in-
volved in sustained communication/participation efforts. While some of these groups
are actively developing community programs, others may need assistance and encourage-
ment through the activities described in the next two sections.

6.2
THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION BICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION

Among other things, the 200th anniversary of the founding of the Nation has be-
come an appropriate occasion to reconsider.democratic ideals and find ways to trans'Ae
them into new programs of citizen participation and community development.

In addition to a national Bicentennial Commission, each of the 50 states and the
District of Columbia have formed committees to encourage and sponsor activities at
state and regional levels. Many cities have formed similar organizations. Bicentennial-
related funding programs are planned or are under consideration by the National
Endowments to the Arts and Humanities, and the National Science Foundation (NSF). A

recent NSF conference titled "Science and the Bicentennial" involved many leaders in
the science and technology areas as well es a number of leaders in the museum world.

Many efforts planned for the Bicentennial extend well beyond mere celebration of
the Nation's birthday.. Citizen groups in several cities have argued strongly that,
for too many people, there is little worth celebrating as conditions of poverty, ill
health, inadequate housing, unemployment and unsatisfactory education continue to
exist.

iheDistrict of Columbia, as the seat of the national capital, anticipates over
i0 miiiion visitors duriny 1976 -- most o' them drawn by special public programs
created for the Bicentennial. Major efforts connected with the Bicentennial are also
under way to provide Washington's residents -- many of whom are poor, unemployed and
inadequately housed -- with programs of lasting significance. Such programs as recon-
struction of riot-damaged commercial areas, creation of an "in town" sports arena, ,

and obtaining the right for citizens to elect city government ("home rule") resulted
directly from grass roots citizen participation, in hundreds of neighborhood meetings
and membership in small Bicentennial advisory groups. The citizen-elected D.C.
Bicentennial Commission publishes a community newspaper; which disseminates
progress reports and other useful information on urban needs and problems.

Manymodels exist for other cities and regions to develop similar Bicentennial
programs designed to determine citizen priorities and resolve local problems. Expo-
sitions on community issues represent an important way for cities and regions to pro-
mote public awareness, understanding and participation, for the Bicentennial year and
beyond.

-6.3
EXPO '74 AND OTHER WORLD EXPOSITIONS

The 1974 Spokane World Exposition expects approximately 4.5 million visitors
during-the six months it is open to the public, from May to November,-1974. Approxi-
mately three-quarters of those visitors are expected to come from areas close to the
Pacific Northwest -- California, Idaho, Nevada, Washington, Oregon and Brilish
Columbia. As mentioned, the theme of Expo '74 is-"Man Living in Harmony With His
Natural Environment." The Bureau of International Expositions in Paris, which has
responsibility for scheduling all "world fairs," has mandated that exhibits at
Expo '74 must be directly related to the theme because of its status as a special-
subject exposition. Furthermore, the United Nations Conference on. Human Habitation,
called tentatively CONFEX ( CONference EXPosition), Will occur in Vancouver in 1976.

!-
It is clear from projected attendance characteristics and their themes that Expo

'74 and CONFEX present good opportunities to involve residents of the Pacific North-
west in an effective and stimulating consideration of problems and options faced
by the region.

Special status world expositions, by virtue of,their comparalively limited
thematic scope and ability to draw mostly local visitors, offer great potential
for development of exhibits and citizen participation activities related to regional
issues. Traveling problem-and-policy exhibits and continuing citizen participation
activities arc two of the many residual benefits which communities might' expect as
a result of playing hod- to special status world exposItions.

6.4
NATIONAL INFORMATION NETWORKS AND NODES

Such expositions as we describe could become part of activities envisioned for a
national network of community information exchanges, a concept developed by
Chandler H. Stevens of Rensselaer Poltechnic Institute. He.defines a community,

information exchange as:

any readily identifiable process or organization which facilitaics
two -way flow of a tairiy wide range of information among individual
citizens and between citizens and institutions within any particular
community.2

EXPO°7111



Information exchanges, riot necessarily discrete or new physical facilities, would
ueport community dialogue as well as "citizen feedback and knowledge teed forward."
lheee nudes in a national or global information exchange network would provide citi-
zens of specific localities with a variety of services designed to increase knowledge
about, and involvement in, the resolution of community issues. According to Stevens,
their purpose would be to:

enable individual citizens to cope better with complexity (especially
bureaucracy), to participate more in community decision-making,
and generally to become de-isolated, de-alienated and de-mystified.3

Clearly, there is considerable overlap between whet Stevens proposes for increasing
citizen involvement and what we propose. An alliance between the two would do much
to increase he usefulness of both concepts in facilitating community dialogue and
interaction among citizens, exports, and policy makers.

6.5
REGIONALISM AND NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Exposition-like activities often occur during annual meetings and conventions of
professional and trade organizations such as the American Medical Association (AMA),
the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE), the American Institute
of Architects (AIA) and many others. Such expositions are usually little more than
showplaces for manufacturers' products.

Several professional, scientific and engineering societies are focusing gr:at
interest on invigorated local or regional public service activities (the American
institute of Architects' "community design centers," the AAAS-sponsored "Citizen Energy
Inquiries") or are considering service related, action assisting, regional programs.
As a public education service, professional and trade associations could also create
citizen information programs through such commun:ty expositions as we have described.
Exhibits developed for use during annual meetings or conventions could focus on pro-
blems and opportunities of specific regions. Such exhibits could receive continued
and regular use throughout the region, beyond the duration of meetings or conventions,
and thereafter might be donated to local museums, libraries or schools.

Many professional organizations have elements which could be useful in developing
community expositions. These include:

Expertise among members;

Existing regional chapter organizations; and

Staff and office resources devoted to meeting activities.

P, large number and variety of other national organizations, with regional networks,
with interests in regional citizen information activities, and with access to expertise,
are possible sponsors for community information expositions. A list of such organize-
tiens can easily be lenereted, and would include the research institutes, the urban
institutes, government and private foundations, politically-related organizations,
public interest groups, benevolent societies, and so on.

Perhaps any of this would not actually be the prime or single sponsor for
major cernnity information activities, but all such institutions could contribute
to, and benefit from, a well planned effort.

///



CONCLUSION
Community problems and citizen participation are receiving

increasing attention from local and national institutions and
organizations. This focus may stet from the perception that
much needs to be done at the local level, that .local government
is more accessible to the citizen, or that local problems are
more tractable than national or global ones. However, even at
the local or regional level, it is difficult for communities
to identify problems, consider options, establish goals, and
define and'implement policies; disagreements abound among
citizens, experts, and public officials, over whether or not
certain programs -- from freeway construction to methadone
maintenance programs for heroin addicts -- are desirable, be-
neficial, necessary or feasible. Science and technology fre--
quently are important elements in the cause, understanding
and Solution of community problems.'Understanding their role
is an important step in achieving informed decision making.

The difficulties encountered in attempting to resolve the
many pressing issues raise fundamental questions about the
effectivenesc of the processes by which the public and
community leaders understand and participate in the solution
of community problems. This suggests that a need exists for
improved communication about community problems and work
toward solution of those problems, and for more effective
Informed citizen participation in all aspects of community
decision making.

Among the range of possible mechanismsto fill that need,
and within the context of a more extensive citizen participa-
tion framework, Community Information Expositions, such as
the AAAS experiment, Capital City Readout, can play a usofut
and effective role. The AAAS undertook that exposition in
order to:

Increase-citizens' understanding of the nature and
scope of community problems, resources and opportunities;

Increase citizen participation in identifying and
solving problems and developing opportunities;

Increase peoples' understanding of both the beneficial
and detrimental aspects of science and technology in
society, and thereby

Increase public appreciation of the role of science
and technology in aiding community efforts to identify
problems, provide options, and develop opportunities.

Capital City Readout was intended to:

Establish a new mode of communication on current and
specific social issues confronting a particular
metropolitan region, and demonstrate the viability
of such expositions.

*Present a.balanoed approach to a number of important
problems of the region, and do this from the viewpoint
of organiations working to identify and solve problems
in their social context.

Provide an opportunity for person-to-person communica-
tion between members of the publid and representatives
Of organizations about displayed information.

Enable citizens to register their views on issues
raised by the exhibits, and to report these views to.
exhibiting organizations.

Develop organizational procedures and communication
techniques for use in other regional information
centers.

*Stimulate subsequent similar efforts in other com-
munities by exposing scientists, engineers, educators,
government officials, media representatives, and citi-
zens to an example of problem-oriented communication.

At least 5500 people attended Capital City Readout during
the five days it was open to the public. 40 organizations --
involved in identifying and solving local problems -- displayed
information on a number of important regional issues. The
impact was diffuse and would not have been easily measured,
even if fully adequate procedures for such measurements had
been attempted. Nevertheless, a number of readily determined
benefits resulted from the exposition. For many organizations,
the exposition was a valuable and much appreciated first
opportunity to communicate with a large general public. Several

exhibits developed especially for Capital City Readout receive

continued use in new situations. Of the 5500 who attended,
2200 individuals registered their views on a series of informal
issue statements loosely linked to individual exhibit topics.
The AAAS community exposition received widespread attention
on local radio and television programs, in local newspapers,
and through local schools.

The event has also led to this report and some recommenda-
tions which should help others wishing to stage improved future
versions in other communities. Certainly, such expositions
cannot survive by themselves. Museums, libraries, local and
national organizations, citizen groups, local governments and
so forth, all need to participate in some way.

It seems clear that the.AAAS exposition at least partially'
accomplished its four objectives. However, the degree to
which citizen understanding and participation have been in-
creased remains to be measured by more carefully-considered
and better funded future Community Information Expositions.
It is also clear that the AAAS effort accomplished six or its
seven goals. Whether it, and this report, will have had a
significant role in stimulating similar future efforts remains
yet to be determined.

It is also clear from our experience that such endeavors
will require staff, money, patience and wisdom. They might
involve failures and may at times strain professional
sensitivities. However, the nature and interelatedness of
society's problems, the need for people's informed participa
tion in reaching decisions about these problems, the role of
science and- technology -in society, and.the uses and management
of science and technology as contributors to social. change,
must be better understood and communicated to scientists, to
businessmen, to legislators and to all the people. To do this
more effectively will require new, non-traditional, or re-
vitalized modes of communication and,. in many cases at the
community level, greater person-to-person interaction such as
are offered by Community Information.Expositions.
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ZEST COPY AVAILABLE A IX
EXHIBITS AT CAPITAL CITY READOUT

EXPOSITION HALL
FLOOR PLAN KEY TO PLAN

34
33

PLANNING FOR SOCIAL, PHYSICAL AND TECHNICAL-RESOURCES
001. Coalition on Optimum Growth (Co-Opt)
002. Citizens Transportation Coalition

3. Federal City College SCience Van
04. District of Columbia Redevelopment Land Agency
415. George Washington University Department of Urban and

Regional Planning
006. League of Women voters of the National Capital Area
00 7. Arlington Coalition on Traesportation

8. National Capital Planning.Commission
09. United States National Parks Service

0010. World Future Society, Washington, D.C. Chapter
II. Washington Technical Institute
USE, OPERATION AND MANAGEMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
12. United States Atomic Energy Commission
13. United States Deaprtment of Interior, Bureau of Mines
14. Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company

0 015. Center for Science in the Public Interest
0016. Sierra Club, Potomac Chapter
017. Washington Gaslight Company

. 01018. Chesapeake Bay Foundation
019. United States National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
020. District of. Columbia Department of Environmental Services

0021. Concern, Incorporated
22. Potomac Electric Power Company
COMMUNITY HEALTH AND WELL BEING.

023. Preform
24. American National Red Cross

0025. Planned Parenthood of Metropolitan Washington, D.C.
26. United Statet National Aeronautics and Space Administration:

0027, Mitre Corporation
0 028. Woodrow Wilson International Center

29. Anacostia Neighborhood Museum, Smithsonian Institution
0030. National Capital Child Day Care Associates
031. University of Maryland Institute for Child Study
032. Applied Urbanetics
33. United States National Bureau of Standards

034 District of. Columbia Department of Human Resources
035. Georgetown Univdrsity Public-Services Laboratory
36.-United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare

037. Washington Center for Metropolitan Studies
038. United States Bureau of the Census
39. United StateS Government Printing Office Bookstore
40. District of Columbia Public Library Videotape Center

Oa, Chrysalis Corporation Media BallOoes
b. Issue ballot depositories

0 = Euhibits Preptred especially for use re Capital CityReadoUt
0 = Recipients.of financial aid to prepare. exhibits

EXHIBITS
NAME OF SPONSOR AND

NO. DESCRIPTION OF CONCERNS

COALITION ON OPTIMUM GROWTH (CO-OPT)

To dem.,rstrate fhe processes and
',Pacts of urban growth .and develop
ways to control them better throUgh
increased citizen awareffess and
participation in Planning.

CITIZENS TRANSPORTATION COALITION

To ec-;Urege and develop a ranee of
alternati,os to tram'sportation
5vstems and neighbr.rhools presently
dominated tx; private automobiles;
5 de^o.:'ratize tree transportation

Planning art decision maing

DESCRIPTION OF EXHIBIT
COST IN
DOLLARS

FLOOR
AREA (FT')

Puppet show uses characters of a
high-ris building,.city hall; b611
dozer, freeway and aging haute to
dramatize the pressures and interests
which lead to harmful, uncontrolled
growth and development. Characters
explain the V Y of a politician,
real estatc,broker, businessman,
contractor, and distraught resident,

5250.00 300 sq.'ft.

111;-ii114211.111'14,W

CO (WI
..41WMA,....4AWM

t4,1$.11,1
.40

NAI

ni

11.41}1.,

Four 30",.40" renderings show how-various

local neighborhoods' would look if served
by different Types of transportation

$280.00 225 sq. ft.

facilities. The options depicted inchide:
a co,%pletely aufu-free-downtown comm,ercial

district; a mixed-use noighborhocd served
by automobiles and overhead mass transit;
rend suburban cormuter zones served by high

.

speed interurban

FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE SCIENCE VAN

TO rh s:lence teaching programs of
area high schools and demonstrate the

ce and technolcgy to
erv.irchment; to imprve knowledge

about health and nutrition worg young
pewit,

Tests of atmospheric noise, lead and
sulfur dio,ide levels are conducted in a
rcb i e laboratory. A rOV.i e shows how mobile
van is used or busy streeicorners and at
playgrounds throe 'too the

225 sq. ft.



DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA REDEVELOPMENT
LAND AGENCY

To promote and implement plans for renewal
of blighted, substandard, abandoned and.
riot-damaged areas within the District,
through acquisition of land, condemnation .

and demolition of deteriorated property.

Freestanding panels display "before and
after" photographs of local urban renewal
areas and maps of development plans for
future projects; text describes the
authority and procedures by which the
agency operates.

NR 225 sq. ft.

GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT
OF URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING

To examine and plan for public .needs at
neighborhood levels, while providing
volunteer professional planning and
design skills to citizen groups otherwise
unable to afford them.

Wall mounted maps of an area In Washington's
Southwest quadrant show discrepancies between
official plans for location of Metro subway
stations and the need for stations as
demonstrated by community desires, population
densities and commercial activity centers.
Public display of this study was instrumental
in bringing about reconsideration and
modification of Metro plans by authorities.

$200.00 225 sq. ft

6

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF THE NATIONAL
CAPITAL AREA

To encourage democratic citizen partici-
pation in resolution of local issues*
through voter education, study of
proposed legislation, and publication of
accurate information about candidates
for office.

The procedures (and pressures) involved In
passing legislation through CongreSs are
incorporated into a simple game of chance:
players advance toward the objective (an
approved bill), stopping at various squares
painted on the floor, each of which repre-
sents a necessary stage (or setback) in the
development of a new law.

5240.00 225 sq. ft.

ARLINGTON COALITION ON TRANSPORTATION
(ACT)

To increase citizen Involvement in
planning for transportation corridors
which respect and leave undisturbed the
historical, scenic and recreational
significance of land In the right of way.

movies, drawings and three dimensional*
scale models show visual impact of
proposed interstate highway on a rela-
tively undeveloped section of Virginia.
Sketches depict ways to use land for
outdoor leisure purposes, rather-than for
movement of automobile traffic.

$200.00 225 sq. ft.

'NATIONAL CAPITAL PLANNING COMMISSION

To establish guidelines for development
of Potomac riverfront in a manner which
exploits scenic and recreational poten-
tials and ensures that new buildings
harmonize with historic waterfront
surroundings.

Free-standing, rectangular steel space
frames display maps, plans, sketches and
charts, which describe problems and
potentials for development along the
Potomac and Anacostia riverfronts.
Illustrated design objectives and glude-
lines are shown as one way to influence and
evaluate proposals for future development.

5250.00 100 sq. ft.

UNITEDSTATES NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

Through the "Washington Summer in the
Parks" program, to provide federally-
administered parks in the District of
Columbia with regular, free leisure
activities, such as concerts, dances
and ethnic festivals.

Three rear projection screens show photo-
graphic slides made during public events at
various local parks last summer. Amplifiers
broadcast music and other sounds which were
tape recorded during the outdoOr events.

$300.00 225 sq. ft.

WORLD FUTURE SOCIETY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
CHAPTER

, .

To encourage people to think about the

10 future of Washington, D.C. as Implied by
-'present trends and actions; and to in-
'crease the number of possible alTerna-
rives through citizen education and
future-oriented dialogue.

Television monitors show videotapes of
people, places, problems and processes
likely to figure prominently in shaping
Washington's future. A'comOuter-
assisted interactive game allows
players to choose various hypothetical
policy options and see predictions
about their impact on the world. WFS
members lead informal discussions on
topics raised by exhibit.

5910.00 750 sq. ft.

11

WASHINGTON-TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

To -meet community needs for technical
skills through educational training
programs.

Synchronized slide and sound presentations
describe changes in Washington's technical
job market and explain WTI programs

designed to meet needs in areas such as
medical diagnosis and care, data handling
and mechanical system maintenance.

NR 225 sq. ft.

12

UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
(AEC)

To show how citizen Interests are protec-
ted through participation in procedures
for licensing of atomic energy facilities;
and to provide facts about the effects of
radioactive:material on environment.

Large diagramsshow steps required to
obtain a license for operation of a
nuclear plant. Viewers see demonstration
of radiation levels in various parts of the
environment as they aim a mechanical device
(resembling a geiger counter) at photo-
graphs of typical scenes and electronic horn
"beeps";

NR 300 sq. ft.



13

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF MINES

To diminish the loss of scarce natural
resources by processing solid waste mater-
ials for use in products which are
ordinarily manufactured from extracted
minerals.

Charts explain sources, characteristics NR 225 sq. ft.

end quantities of solid waste materials
in America and describe ways to use
them in manufacture of building- mater-
ials. Samples of bricks and building
blocks, made from recycled materials, are
displayed.

14

CHESAPEAKE AND POTOMAC TELEPHONE COMPANY

To develop telecommunication systems
which require less use of scarce minerals
as conductor materials.

Photographs and charts describe problems
associated with growth in demand for tele-
communication services and concurrent
shortage of copper, the primary conducting
material for electronic message trans-
mission. Samples of new types of cable
and wire, using recycled minerals or
completely synthetic materials, are dis-
played.

NR 225 sq..ft.

15

CENTEP FOR SCIENCE IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST

To supply citizens with more adequate
rechnical aid In ,nvtronrental and
consumer issues, oy'promoting inter-
action between scientists and citizen
organizations.

A table-top electronic quiz game has
players answer multiple choice questions
about the nutritional value and permissible
contamination levels in certain foods, and
the source and magnitude of environmental
pollutants, including noise and automobile
exhust emissions. A light bulb glows when
the player chooses the correct answer.

$210.00 225 sq. ft.

16

SIERRA CLUB, POTOMAC CHAPTER

To ensure conservation of the Chesapeake
Bay and wise use of natural resources in
other local areas.

Map of the region plots location of such
problems as thermal addition to waterways
caused by atomic energy plants, and diffi-
culties likely to arise from construction
of a liquid natural gas storage terminal
proposed for the Chesapeake Bay. Enlarged
photographs show visual blight and economic
disaster brought on by strip mining of coal
in the Virginias.

$350.00 225 sq. ft.

17

WASHINGTON GAS LIGHT COMPANY

To explain impacts and causes of a local
natural gas shortag,, and demonstrate
possible solutions to the problem.

'A series of wall-moUnted Cardboard panels
trace origins of the natural gas shortage.
Charts explain effects of importation
quotas on supplies and rates. Sketches
'depict workings of liqlud natural gas
pipelines, overseas shipping routes and
local storage terminals.

$300.00 225 sq. ft.

CHESAPEAKE BAY FOUNDATION

To demonstrate threats posed by man to
wildlife in the Chesapeake Bay.

18

A display of enlarged photographs and
slides shows harmful effects of water
pollution on plant and animal life in the
Chesapeake Bay.

$200.00 225 sq. ft.

1

UNITED STATES NATIONAL OCEANIC AND
ATOMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION (NOAA)

To show how weather analysis, monitoring
and forecasting are' used to predict and
help prepare for. potentially damaging
floods caused by heaVy rains, tornadoes,
hurricanes and earthquakes.

Comprising a temporary weather station,
printers, mappers and video screens are
linked directly to U.S. weather satellites
and display current weather InformatioQ for
the region, while meteorologists prepare
forecasts. Charts, diagrams and maps ex-
plain procedures for monitoring of weather
and water levels for flood control along
the Potomac River and its tributaries.

NR' 300 sq. ft.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA DEPARTMENT'OF
ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

To-collect and dispose of solid waste
materialS for Washington, D.C.

20

Charts explain new trash handling proce-
dures. Photographs document recent efforts
aimed at modernizing collection and proces-
sing equipment. Samples of new designs for
garbage cans are displayed.

NR 225 sq. ft.

-21.

CONCERN, INCORPORATED

To make consumers aware of the environ-
mental impact of household products and
practices; encourage manufacture of pro-

ducts less harmful to the environment;
and investigate and promote better
methods of pollution abatement.

Pages are displayed from a study of drink-
ing water sources. Maps show location of
potable water sources and charts explain
purification procedures.

$200,00 225 sq. ft.



POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY (PEPCO)

re.mdce environmental bdrden,. assw,; le,f

with the prodecrion and delivery Dr energy.

22

A mobile trailer displays charts which
explain the advantages and disadvantages
or various energy production metndds.
Movie and sound-synchronized slide show
-discuss growing energy demands and the
hopeful future for energy production from
non - polluting sources.

NR 300 sq. ft.

23

PRETERM

To'provlde women with Jtertion services in
a relayed, informal setting, thereby
decreasing anxieties often experienced by
patients docuiaangers to persenEil health
and social ostracism.

Replica of a Preterm clinic reception room
serves as a place for visitors- to see a
repeating sound slide story about proce--

"ohires used at the clinic. The story-traces
one woman's experiences as an abortion
patient and the nature of the operation
and counselling services made- available
to patients. Captioned photographs,
mounted on the "walls" of the reception
room, serve to augment the slide presenta-
tion.

NR 225 sq. ft.

24

AMERICAN NATIONAL RED CROSS

To decrease, through a process of
freezing red .blood cells, the number

of hepatitis cases associated with
blood transfusions.

Photographs and copy describe glycerol-
izing, freezing, thawing and washina of
red blood cells. Charts compare perform-
ance of freezing method to others. A"
blood washing machine is displayed.

$3,198.00 225 sq. ft.

25

PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF METROPOLITAN
WASHINGTON, D.C., INCORPORATED

To increase effectiveness of birth
control proarams through dissemination
of accurite information on various
contraceptive methods and their
reliability.

Suspenued panels display samples of contra-
ceptive devices. Diagrams explain proper
methods for their use, their degree of
reliability, and information about any
hazards to"health they might pose. Other
panels display written And pictorial'
history of effort aimed at controlling
population growth by contraception.

$300.00 225 sq. ft.

26

UNITED STATES NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND
SPACE ADMINISTRATION (NASA)

To demonstrate applications of tech-
nology developed for use in space
programs To medical diaanosis and
monitoring in conventional hospital
situations.

An electrocardiogram machine, initially
developed for effective remote- monitoring
of vital signs in astronauts, allows viewers
to place their hands on a .ponel and see
print-outs of heart- information on a video

screen. Visitors operate a device which
measures muscular coordination and response
time; originally for training and screening,
the machine eow used for medical diagnos-
is.

NR 225 sq. ft.

27

MITRE CORPORATION

To demonstrate, through use of conven-
tional telephone and television equip-
ment, the potential of. interactive. two -
way cable television systems for bringing-
new- services to the home.

. Visitors sit in a mock living room and use
a touch-tone telephone to interact with
information- displayed on-a'n ordinary tele-
vision screen. Programs, being. developed
for experiemental use in Reston, Virginia,
include mathematical computation services,
an auction, and various games.

$836.00 225 sq. ft.

WOODROW WILSON INTERNATIONAL.CEMTER

To identify the characteristics and needs
of- local Spanish-speaking:residents.

28

A 41xxl* rear projection screen displays
slides made in the native communities of
Latin immigrants to Washington, D.C.

NR 225 sq. ft.

29

AMACOSTIA NEIGHBORHOOD MUSEUM
(SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION)

To develop as understanding and portrayal
of contributions made to historic and
contemporary America by members of minor-
ity ethnic groups.

Eight 4"x8. panels from a 22 panel travel- NR

ling cseum show use photographs, diagrams
and text to describe The careers and contri-
butions of Black American scientists.

225 sq. ft.

NATIONAL CAPITAL AREA CHILD DAY CARE.
ASSOCIATES

jo provide comprehensive day care
services related to the social, psycho-

t logical and physical needs of children.
. .

The needs of children are divided into five
areas. Day care.programs aimed at meeting
needs in each of the, areas are described by-
captioned photographs'and samples of mater-
ials used with children. Also displayed.
are examples of arts and crafts produced by
children from local day care centers..,

5200.00 400 sq. ft.



31

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND INSTITUTE FOR
CHILD STUDY

to develop d body at sclentille know-
ledge about childrens' :muds, ..r..1 behavior,

whith can be used to train individuals to
work with and assist childrea in can
situations.

A videotape of children in a group play
situation focuses on the behavior of two
individuals. Viewer., are asked to make
observations about sever,,; isolated examples
of interaction between two "case study"
children and their playmates.. Viewers'
observations can be compared to those made
in a videotaped panel dIScession among
experts.

NR 225 sq. ft.

32

APPLIED URBANETICS, INCORPORATED

To display deMographic information taken
from the 1970 census in .3 form readily
understandable to persons without skills
in statistical. analysis.

-Computer drawn maps describe, through use of
symbols, characteristics and qistribution of
the Washington, D.C. population. Examples
are shown of techniques for displaying other
social indicator information with visual
Symbol maps.

NR 225 sq. ft.

UNITED STATES NATIONAL BUREAU OF
STANDARDS

-3hcf, how -a:c..n of tr) work of a large33 r..ts,rnjr,:-.11 and sr.f.der ds Liroraf or}, re I.ofe5

i dI ),Tr!rr:S.

A series of films demonstrate applications
of The work of The Bureau. One film, for
example, dears with testing and standards
of building products ard building evalua-
tion. Graphic illustrations show speeifi-
Lally how These and other efforts, such as
lead poisoning studies, relate to the
health and well being of the people in The
retroc.olitan Aashingto., D.C. area.

NR 400 sq. ft.

34

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA DEPARTMENT OF
HUMAN RESOURCES

To provide residents of ':he District of
Columbia with comprehensive social and
nealrh services.

Automatic slide show depicts citizens
benefiting from various programs offered by
the Department.

NR 225 sq. ft.

35

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY PUBLIC SERVICES
LABORATORY

To reduce riS.s of deatn, brain damage
and other i..,pairments. to euna children
resulting from ingestion of lead from
painted surfaces.

Maps plot the location. and seriousness of .
lead-poisoning cases in the District of
Columbia; charts outline the advantages and
disadvantages of three alternative
solutions la the problem.

NR 225.sq. ft.

36

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION AND WELFARE (HEW)

To sponsor research and development.
related to national needs through local
pilot-i:ograms.

Machines designed to assist individuals with
such handicaps as blindness, missing limbs,
high blood pressure and impaired heaelbg a
are dis.played. Visitors. operate and experg;

iment with the equipment.as HEW representa-
tives explain various programs under which
it was developed and discuss potential uses.

NR 400 sq. ft.

37

WASHINGTON CENTER FOR METROPOLITAN
STUDIES

To study and promote understanding of
Wesnington's changing social and physical
characteristics. ,-- --

Maps, charts, photographs, and graphs
augment text describing recent shifts and
apparent trends in characteristics of Wash-
ington's-population; housing supply and
distribution; and transportation usage
patterns.

$250.00 225 sq. ft.

38

UNITED STATES BUREAU OF THE CENSUS

To help citizens understand the nature and
significance of census data gathered for
the Washington, D.C. region.

A film describes characteristics of
American population based on study of [970
census data. Computer-generated maps dis-.
play Information on local census tract areas
according to-such variables as age, sex,
income level, number In household, ethnicity
and occupation. Visitors can receive infor-
mation on Their neighborhoods via a
computer link to the bureau's headquarters.

NR 400 sq. ft.

39

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PRINTING
OFFICE (GPO) BOOKSTORE

To provide further educational services through the exposition, approximately 300
government publications related to topics treated in exhibits were selected and
offered for sale to pre

NR 350 sq. ft.



40

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC LIBRARY NR
VIDEOTAPE CENTER

VidoJtepe production and playback equipment was used to capture examples of of
vi_;itor/exh!biTor interaction. Portable videotape equipment was also used to
record rele,;ant symposia and sessions from the SPAS Annual !Aeeting; tapes were
Played click or monitors J,cates, in the exposition

300 sq. ft.

CHRYSALIS CORPORATION MEDIABALLOONS

Fully enclosed, air-inflated rear-projection booths displayed films and slide
presentations pertinent to topics treated in euhibits. Films for use in the

a Mediaballoons were loaned by local libraries, inditstr', auj bassies

5100.00 300 sq. ft.

b

ISSUE BALLOT DEPOSITORIES

Collection points for Issue ballots were placed in three prominent locations,
alonn major avenues of visitor traffic, with large panals giving 011ingual
(Spanish and Englis!l) instructions for use of the ballot bock (see Appendix 21.

5100.00 50 sq. ft.



APPENDIX 2
ISSUE BALLOTS AND RESPONSES

BALLOT BOOK
FRONT COVER PAGE 1

Each ol the twenty pages in this book contains
o statement and photog aph desciiMng a
possible action, discussed in one of Inc
exhibits in CAPITAL CITY READOUT. Science
is involved in the analysis or makeup of each
of these options. Each action will have both
costs and benefits for the future of the
Washington area and its citizens: decide for
yourself worth ol the two is greater, the
eventual costs or benefits. If you are a member
of tne American Association for the
Advancement of Science from another part
of the country. judge the actions 'rem your
own professional perspective.

INSTRUCTIONS
EXAMINE the statement and the photograph

2 DECIDE which greatereventual costs or
benehts

3 TEAR OUT the attached stub and drop it
into theconlainer of your choice

Contain& No, I + +VERY BENEFICIAL in

Container No. 2 +BENEFICIAL

Container No.3 COSTLY
Container No. 4 -VERY COSTLY

if for any reason you have "no opinion" about
a certain statement, leave the stun in the book.

PAGE 2 PAGE 3

Carla una de has vcinIn pag,e4s de este litho
conliene una declwacon y fologralia clue
desctaJen una posibie acclon la 0.41 Se OrSt ute
en una de las exthoicienes de la EXHIBICION
de la ClUCAD CAPITAL !CAPITAL CITY
READOUT) La mow eista moluclada en el
anahsis de coda una de °Sias openares. Cada
accion oroducita cantos asi come iambi&
beeeticios pars el lave de ins zarlaPanos del
Area de Washington: decida opal de los COS
SeGa mayor el costa 9 el beneLcio. Si UP. es
miernoro de la Asnciacton Americana par el
Avance de ia Ciencia en otra parte del pais,
jelgue las aceiories donde Su propia
perspective W01'051011:11.

INSTRUCCIONES
I: EXAMINE la declaracidhy la fologralia
2. DECICA cual es mayor, el costa o el

benehcio
3: SEPARE la hoia adjunta y coloquela en el

recipienie de su Pet erencia

Recrpiente No. 1 + I-MUY BENEFICIOSO
PeCipien:e Na 2 +BENEFICIOSO

RecePrenle No. 4 PrIUY COSTOSO

Si per alguna raw UP. no tiene ninguna
opinion reser :to a alguna de las dectaraciones,
tinge la bola corresponchente adhenda al libro.

Recipiente No 3 COSTOSO

The issues stated by the AAAS in this book are
eel policies of the Association nor do they
reflect the attitudes or opinions of any other
participating or cooperating organization.

The attitudes and policies represented in the
exhibits are not necessarily those of the
American Association for the Advancement
of Science.

Los lemon declarados poi la AAAS en este
libro no representan la politica de la

-Asociacion ni reflejan las attitudes u opiniones
de ninguna otra de las organizaciones quo
cooperaton o parliciparon.
La actitud y politica represeniadas en In
exhibicion no son necesariamente las de la
Asociaci6n poi el Avance de la Ciencia.

CONTRIBUTING ORGANIZATIONS
Abar Plastics Corporation / American Council on Education. Mice of Research / Chrysalis
Corporation / Harbinger Photographic Services / McCall Printing Company. Mid Atlantic
Division / Safeway Steel Products / Smithsonian Associates / University of Maryland. School
ol Architecture / University of WisconsinMilwaukee, School of Architecture / Washington
Hilton Hotel / Washington Post / Winoworks of Wisconsin.

INSIDE BACK COVER BACK COVER

If you would like to receive a summary of the
results from the issue ballot you lust completed
MI in the hollowing form and throw it into
any one of the +1 containers.

Si Ud. dosea recibir an surnano de los
resultados de las votaciones clue Ud. acaba de
completar Ilene la siquiente forma y cohiquela
no cualquiera cde los ( I rempientes.

Name
lZIfere

Address
DrrnCC id

Ciudad

Organized by the American Association for the Advancement of Science

ISSUE
NO PHOTOGRAPH

RESPONSE PER CENT
OF TOTAL

Tout.MOTS

STATEMENT
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ACCOUNTS OF CAPITAL CITY READOUT
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Exhibit Spotlights D.C. Issues
1'akIll111..
StI! N ntr,

Abortions, freeways, pol-
lution, heroin, recycled
waste, you name itthey're
all issues on exhibit at the
Washington Illiton Hotel
and waiting to be voted on
by the public.

Called "Capital City Read-
out," the project is org-
naized and presented by the
American Association for
the Advancement of Science
during its current five-day
annual conclave here. It is
designed to be an experi-
mental regional information
exchange.

AA AS members and ;he
general public alike licgan
browsing through the appiox
imately 40 exhibits :,-ester-
day in the hotel's exhibition
halt and were urged to vote
their preference on a vents
of 2" topical social issues
rangin!., from goiernment,
supported day-care centers
to rationing the use of pub .
he wilitus by large instilu
tit ilAl VolINUtlICES

Exhibits 4.sineralls ere
matched with one er more
or the issues on the ballots.

Displays run the gamut

-

irein staid exhibits of Gut
ern ment Printing Of fi"e
books and U.S. Census Bu
reau data on the Washing-
tun area to a color film of
an abortion by the Preterm
abortion center here and a
graphic presentation of
parklands. woods and play.
grounds which the Ailing.
ton Coalition on Transporta-
tion says will be destroyed
by construction of the pro-
posed 1-66 super highway
through Arlington County.

Other exhibits include
those of the Washington Gas
Light Co., explaining the
threatened natural gas
shortage. the Woodrow Wile
son International Center.
citing accomplishments and
problems of Latin Arner
cans in the Washington
area, the :1 nacostia Neigh
Wilmot Museum. Sierra
Club and a number of other
overnnicnt, academic and
citizen groups

-The idea was in try to
get a cross section of institu-
tions which all influence the
course of the D.C. area to
our degree or another"
Readout organizer Joseph
\ alerio said yesterday.

"Ile see a need in cities
for the place and occasion to
exchange ideas and images
between users and mane
ers, between individuals and
organizationsand a need
for the communication of in-
formation through which
these actors In the urban
setting become visible enti-
ties and can have dialogue,"
said Valerie and coorganizer
Thomas Venter in a pre
pared commentary on their
project.

This information exchange
is supposed to occur as the
government and private in-
stitutions disseminate data
through their exhibits to the
public viewing them, and as
the viewers in turn vote
their judgments and prefer-
ences on the ballots pro-
vided at the project.

Each person entering the
exhibition hall fills out an
unsigned registration form
giving his occupation, age
category, nip code and rela-
ted information.

Ile sets a book of 22 ballot
stubs, each with a descrip-
tion of a social issue or pol-
icy printed on it, such as
-Location of treatment ten-

'11111111

. .34-'

Vi!.itors to the 'Capital City Readout" exhibit at the

'

Washin ton

tors for drug abusers in resi-
dential neighborhoods," ur
"increased investment in
public transportation rather
than In services for the pri-
vate automobile."

After viewing the exhib-
its, the voter places the bal
lots in one of four contain
ers marked 'beneficial,"
"very beneficial," "costly,"
or "very costly."

"Basically, we're asking
the public to say whether
they think a particular thing
is worth it economically,
whether it's good or bad in
economic terms." Valerie
said

The results of the ballot.
ing. he said, Will be an-
nounced in a few weeks. af-
ter they are matched with
the data Irons the registra-
tion forms.

-We don't know how help-
ful the ballot results will be
as an indicator of local atti-
tudes," Valerie said. espe .
cially if a large portion of
the voters are not locai resi.
dents. 'itVe have to be very,
very cautious. We don't
want to add to the bad in-
formation that's already
around."

S

Br ClIsee, Del Vecer.Lo--Trai Ws sto,rloi,

Hilton Hotel vie I ,
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Science of Soul
Opens 'Capital
City Readout'

By CLARENCE JOHNSON
StarNeos Staff Writer

It was the science of soul as
-members and friends of the
New Thing Art and Architec-
ture Centerthrough a kal-
eidescope of hard rap, devas-
tating music and mod pic-
turesturned on a group of
scientists and citizens last
night at the Washington Hilton
Hotel.

The occasion was the open-
ing day of the 139th annual
convention of the American
Association for the Advance-
ment of Science in which some
8,000 scientists have converged
on Washington for five days of
lectures, films, displays and
presentations. AAAS members
also are meeting at the Shera-
gon-Park and Shoreham Ho-
tels. Many programs, like the
soul fest last night, are open
free to the public.

For invited lectures and il-
lustrated presentations, tickets
will be sold, on a space avail-
able basis.

D.C. Renaissance
About 100 persons attended

the New Thing presentation
last night in theInternational
Ballroom. Called "Voices and
Images from the Central City
of Washington, D.C.," the pro-
gram was a put-down of Dis-
trict crime, poverty, frustra-
tion, the various faces of hy-
pocrisy, measured against the
prophecy that the city is in
"the midst of a renaissance."

The New Thing was one of
about 40 organizations compet-
ing for attention with sight
and sound at the Capital City
Readout, which the AAAS bills
as an "array of images" of
science's contributions to liv-
ing in the Washington area.

Among the most popular dis-
plays was one offered by the
N a ti on a 1 Aeronautics and
Space Administration, which
demonstrated the medical ap-
plications of the space pro-
gram. .

Television by Phone
Next door to NASA, Rod-

ney K. Lay of the Mitre Co., a
reserach and development
firm in McLean, demonstrated
how a telephone can bring in-
formational television pro-
grams into the home through
cable TV. Using the touch
phone dial, viewers can con-
trol programs ranging from
community bulletin boards to
-job information to games
played with other viewers.

Lay said Mitre, with a grant
from the National Science
Foundation, soon will demon-
strate this "interactive televi-
sion" in 3,500 homes in Reston.

The hands-down winner for
youngsters was the puppet
show sponsored by Co-
OptCoalition on Optimum
Growth. A talking city hall
and a verbal high-rise called
Ritz Towers were featured in
the show called "Don't Sleep
While the- Bull Dozes" which
was billed as "a contemporary
tragedy in several acts."

AAAS members and the gen-
eral public are urged to vote
their preferences on a series
of topical social issues ranging
f r o in government-supported
daycare centers to rationing
the used of public utilities.

The exhijits run the gamut
from those representing the
Government Printing Office
and U.S. Census Bureau to a
color film by the Preterm
abortion center here. The
Washington Gas Light Co. has
a display explaining the
threatened national gas short-
age, and the Woodrow Wilson
International Center cites the
accomplishments and prob-
lems of Latin Americans in
the Washin;ton area. The Sier-
ra Club, the Anacostia Neigh-
borhood Museum and a num-
ber of other government, aca-
demic and citizen groups are
also represented.

The Readout Is open free to
the public from 1 p.m. to 9
p.m. today through Friday and
from 10 a.m. to .6 p.m. Satur-
day at the Washington Hiltor
Hotel.

Room Vibrates
Last night the New Thing set

the room vibrating with im-
provisational strains ranging
from scramblde acid rock to
pulsating African beats. At
times the amplified music
made with Congo drums, an
electric piano, guitars and a
familiar assortment of instru-
mentsgot so loud that people
sitting direcly in front of the
king-size speakers covered
their ears and moved to other
seats.

Keeping time with the -

sounds were two leotard-clad
men who pirouetted, bounced,
rolled and frolicked for nearly
an hour in an area just below
the stage where the band
played.

The movements of the
dancers-also were made to fit
a speech given by one man
who was spotlighted as he sat
in front of the band in a sleeve-
less undershirt and jeans,
clutching a microphone.

"Ail monuments are not
white . . . some monuments
are black," he said. "Go to
14th Street and you'll see ruins
standing as monuments."

He went on to talk abou the
District's black bourgeoisie
the "new Renaissance
man"the beautiful children
who are "being poorly educat-
ed" and the growing crime in
which black people can "get
their throats cut 2.2 percent
more this year than last
year."

While he talked color
slides--justaxposing the his-
toric monuments of the city
with slum areasflickered
across a gigantic screen.

Copyright 1973
The Erelong Star riewspager Co.
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Capital City ReadoutAA AS Communications Experiment

A Regional Information Exchange on the Employment of Science
and Technology in Relation to the Needs of the Washington,
Area
1Vashinglun Ilillun Huta, 26-.30 Itecember 1972, I p.m. to 9 p.m.

/he 1tpctimental re,,matat inlrlrOliOiun ell ;woke,. in
.tlectiow. 1 he ',Wit', f I one rrtlf.. 01r ilk' It tOliON

ton 1101q1Pas r.',00te in it nl' ,troll 05115 g5O1 1t (055,01 11/ 40 eshihits by
hts.aNt:atihItS front the orecl. 7lrc el int will he Open 10 44,0 members ma the
L:etroat pithhc. teedhar .all hr toed ro wrier, tilfrOrt' IeSpO011el to the
i,,,cr, railed by the r.lhlhrh, 11r) Alop MMal has loiliertake0 the pwiec I as a
(ont011.:,rion to 0e public iindeslion,rm.; and tech,sologs It may alko
Ohmaaare a C Oili rpr to n lilt lr the Ah,51orl 1. Si's"( I ro tale ail rap ria,friv fir-

'rr, It iIca a ri.OtOlsit h1101 11 hire p Oript'or.1 Mitt pUbill

cis:-COlt its ma) ,'At hariv.e rPrl Perq,r NI Ire do.oler fibe sulfa! (1'01..1'11%001s of sl ictre and
let hthios.s. the ever,' PIP /wept, VoYtio and I /rankle furrier.
both rir the Sr boo) of Air hitcoare or the ('mergers of WrstirihM-AlthhrtAce.

bine ioirriiblireif the hoth,b, fit+mincutirr1 ON the 41 Oa

Urban are rarely simple. nor
are they purely technical in nature.
I he questions
public agencies in urban areas are 'note
fundamentalthey iusolse dirk:rem:es
of periepti0r1 and
among Org.1111/-1.11011, and 111dVIdLI,Ils.

More Akio than not. where disparities
seem to ocesir between what people ex-
pect and vs hat they astually get in the
Way 01' urban good, and s.k:ISliCr., thk:
can be seen as the proJm.1 of differing
pereeptions or inadequate estninnen.
cations. V. here 1:01101i1, if goats and
interests are gerwine, Ole) 4.1 C rise to

frustrated expe,,tations and, where phis
is true, trust is placed in the abilmes of
Anoth democratic processes to pro-

vide "rust" decision,.
Our concert lies 1E1 IhOse are.ts 01

prtblc polls) where mailers are lit
clear, where no copilot has

been identified. 5 pt result, Mien diliCr
so I font eCpe,ialiOas !hat even
the implementer, are shocked and do.
111.1)ed. especial:} since everyone
thought everything was "coins; ahgv

lust fine
Organitations acquire and spend re-

sources on behalf of indisiduals, twit-
ally on the basis of some specialled
'Yarn* of scientific or te;hnical knowl-
edge. As such knowledge impros es and
becomes more extensise, it h
Ih.it service, and benefits do not cnt-

prose correspondingly. liven where
services /lase impressed, this may not
he perecised.

A partial reason for th, is that as

un organiation reties more and more
on scientific and lechnleal knowledge
for a decision- making basis. it become,
insreasingly difficult rot that organ(im-
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lion to make cutter, under,tand fishy
It support, a particular policy or ap
proaeh However. sluttish, because ini

i0t1 is aliupli,. teellmc.II. anal

seientihe P. 11110111004 r1.1.11111i t,l Js
s.,1111,: that the public east handle it
or that they -won't he interested.- As
we said earlier- tits matter of pat-
ting it in an understandable Ittrm and

,1 tes1,0[1.e. I hi.:', ereating and
meeting reasonahle espeetations de-

ends on successful communication.
true communication involves ex-

change. and exchange require, dealing
Ili 0.,M1110d1I1,71 which have meaning
and rucrit I0 JII parties 111v0hed. I he

commodity being doeussed here is in-
frmation. It illtiOlSe% ideas and facts
about the city, and about lises and how
they are Used. Having ideas about the
city is a charaeler,stic wh,ch organtea-
lions and individuals have in common,
although the ideas are not necessarily
[he saute and often the 'language" in
which they are expressed is different.

We see a need in cities for the place
rod 0.e,tvOri ideas an)

L111,1V.0 betAeen users and minagent.
hclw een indo iduais and or ganitat ions
and a need for the communieation of in-
formation, through whisk these actors
in the urban setting become snot& en-
tities and can hise dialogue. the lan
guage spoken need, to he in teties of
city insag.isideas about its present
future. ahoUt the meaning and direc-
tion of urban change as it relates to sci-
entifically generated policies.

Forty- D.C. area institutions, each
concerned with the operations of some
part of the region and how-its resources
are used, will come together at the

-1.%',101'ington Milton Hotel for the dura-

lion of the AA AS Annual Meeting.
tacit organitahon will has e an exhibit
describing what its function, are, what
it hopes to do, and why. I his group
represents a cross section of the insti-
tutions eone.erned A oh niamiging hu.
man, natural, and mech.inical resources
for the Washington region, It includes
hospitals, local and federal govern-
ments, unix ersities. utilities, businesses.
and eornmunity groups. I he inforrna..
ilon hiring eommunie.aied describes in
rerth Oar detail some aspect 1,1 what
the orgaitirations are doing in the Wash-
ington, DC.. metropolitan area. Since
mob of what concern, these groups

ins oftes change, in the arrangement of
the ph}sical environment. the language
the) use will be graphic, as our title
for the esent implies. What we eyed
to have assembled at the Washington
Hilton Hotel is art array of images
about the District of Columbia, in the
form of plans, maps, proposals policies
charts. graphs, computer tettoinals, .

machines. and also human representa-
tii es.

these images will he the vontribu
non, of the participating organizations,

a'so hase priorities, espec-
tations, needs. plans. and desiresmans
of which pertain to the s:its and those
who 111,111 age its resources, thew arc
the commodities 'A hieh need to he ex,
v hanged By ins king the general pOlie
to participate in the esent. and in a

unique -feedback- response experi-
ment, we hope to offer and test a spe-
k..4.% means of eke hangiiii.g -regional in-
t ortll al loll.

Capital City Readout reflects our con-
cern as hides duals for involving cititens
in the processes of urban decision
making, so that human concerns mos
come to figure more prominently in the
formulation of policy. Capital City Read-
out represents the concern of the AAAS
for understanding and enhancing the
role of scientific and technical knowledge
in resolving social dilemmas, and for
making the public aware of their po-
tential. We suspect that "antiscienee-
and 7antitechnology" sentiments being
soiced today in many quarters oh -so-
cpe4 are as much a product of mis-
understanding and inadequate .Commu-
nications as are the- urban disparities
discussed above.

Science. -and technology are tools
resourecswhich can he employed to
various ends, 'Shit's what Capital City
Readout is about. Its aim is to help
people to .see what others see, and in
so doing help everyone to understand
more..

Sr Itm vol
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ABEAM, John

Executive Director
California Tomorrow
Monadnock Building
681 Market Street
San Francisco, California 94105

ADELSON, Dr. Marvin
School of Architecture and Urban Planning
University of California at Los Angeles
Los Angeles, California 90024

AMBROSINO, Michael
Executive Producer
Science Program Group
WOSH

125 Western Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02134

APPLEYARD, Donald
institute of Urban and Regional Planning
Munster Hall
University of California at Berkeley
Berkeley. California

ARTH, Malcolm

Chairman, Department of Education
The American Museum of Natural History
Central Park West at 79th Street
New York, New York 10024

BABCOCK, Robert
President
Vermont Tomorrow
c/o Vermont Management Associates
Mountain Road
Stoke, Vermont 05672

BACKSTRCM, Dr. James
Director

Pacific Science Center
200 Second Avenue, North
Seattle, Washington 98109

BALL, Geoffrey
233 East Taylor
Sunnyvale, California 94086

BARCROFT, Dr.- John
Director
Division of Public Programs
National Endowment for the Humanities
Washington, D.C. 20506

BARWIG, Floyd
Instructor

Architectural Research Division
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, New York 12180

BAUMANN, Charles
Director
John F. Kennedy Memorial Library
Eastern Washington State College
Spokane, Washington 99004

B1DERMAN, Albert
Bureau of Social Science Research.
1990 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

(415)391-7544

(213)825-7932

(617)868-3800

(415)642-1523

(212)873-7507

(802)253-4715

(206)624-8140

(408)736-7280

(202)382-7465

(518)270-6460

(509)359-2261

,(202)223-4300

111F1FICIIIJIA
SOME INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATION

This listing is simply a compilation of people and organizationencountered in writing this report. it clearly does not representdirectory of Individuals and Institutions with someinterest in, 01 actriltios related to, the concerns of this report
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GIRD, David
President

Bison Associates--Massachusetts Tomorrow
145 Hanover Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108

BLOOM, Joel N.
Ass't. Director
The Franklin Institute
20th Street and the Parkway

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103

(617)266-1500
(617)723-1794

(215)448-1000

BRANCH, Melville
(213)746-2264

Graduate Department of Urban and Regional Planning
University of Southern California
University Park
Los Angeles, California

BRONG, Gerald R.
Chairman

Washington State Advisory Council on Libraries
Washington State Library
Olympia, Washington 98504

Washington State University
Pullman, Washington 99163

BUTLER, James
Director of Communications

American Association for the Advancement of Science
1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

(206)753-5592

(509)335-4535

(202)467-4438

CAMERON, Duncan F.
Director
Brooklyn Museum
188 Eastern Parkway
Brooklyn, New York 11238

CAMPBELL, Vincent
American Research Institute
1791 Arasteradero Road
Palo Alto, California

CARLETON, Thomas
Rhode Island 2000
P.O. 6--)x 120

Annex Station

Providence, Rhode Island 02901

CHAPELII, Mrs. Eileen
Assistant to the Director
American Association of Museums
2233 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Washington, 0.C. 20007

CHAPLIN, George
Chairman

Governor's Commission on the Year 2000
(Hawaii 2000)
University of Hawaii
2500 Dole Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

CHEN, Jean
Researcher

Office Of Museum Programs
Psychological and SoctologiCal Studies
Smithsonian institution
Washington, D.C. 20560

(212)638-5000

(415)493-3550
,

(401)272 -7145

(202)338-5300

(806)948-8111

(202)381-6551



CGHAN, rOtr
Dire:tc,r

Cpoi.,eratko
E,:ucItiun `.;ranter

(Cf-,EL)Gak Aidge, Tennossc,e

lilL:NTEJ., Rptert

Assistant GHrocfcr
Lawrence Hail of Science

ef raiifornia
Uerkele,,', California

J4';',"0

COCFER57jGk, Aryeh
Di recror

-CIDNFEX: 1976 Conference
S2.;:q:fitien onHun r Settlements

Ministry of State for Urban Affairs
.~1A CR6, Sanau'a

CRA'4E, New

Staff Scientist
Stanforc Research Institute
Yenl California 94025

U.Atil, Dr. Victor J.
Gireuter ar.J Vice 'i'resicen.
Museum of Science and InJustry
57th Street an Snuth Lake-Shore rive
Ghicajc, Illinois 60637

Darrel

'LncyArent icr tre Hu amities
w'ashingtpn, 20:5C6

GEES, Bpwer G. (Zr, )

PresiL:ent

The Franklin Institute
20th Street .(1;' the Parkway
Phitadelphia, Pernsykaria 19103

ZITS`., Jerry
Progran, 2epartt,ert

Pacific Science Center
200 Second A,:,enue

Seattle, Washington 3109

'U,NN, Dr. Donald

Cepartrert of Engineering
Stanford University
Palo Alto, California 94305

ECKER, Kathleen

Comvnfcaticrs Gepartment
American Association for the Advancement of Science1515 assachusetts Avenue, N:W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

(C151483-4371

M50E42-5132

(613)997-1491

(41 5)326 -6200

x2939

(512)684-1414

(202)382-5721

(215144e-100G

(206)624-8140

(415)321-2330

(202)467-4314

ESCIIBACH, Eugene h.
Staff Scientist

Batfelle,Pacific Northwest Laboratories
Battelle Boulevard
Richland, Washingten 99353

Department of Sociology,
Coiurbia University
-New York, Iles York 10027

EUBMIKS, mrs. Jacqueline.
Coordinator
Social Responsibilities Roundtable
AreriCan Library Association
c/o Brooklyn College Library
Brooklyn, New York 11210

EVE, Or. Artiv.,r

institute for Governmental
Services

Middlesex House
University of Massachusetts
Am'herst, Massachusetts 01002

EWALD, William R. Jr.
1150 Connecticut Avenue, H.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

(509)946-2344

(212)280-3693

(2(21780-5336

(413)545-0001

(202)659-8570

FALKIh, Kaftan
1973 Summer Special Projects Manager
Pacific Science Center
DUO Second Avenue North

;ton 98109

FLASJER,
Task Fore I,ierter

world F..t.ure Society. Evergreen Chapter
.WLIsinini;ton 2000 Peport

1928 43rd Avenue East Apt. I

Seattle, Washirgton 98112

FLETCHER, Jef f

National League of Cities
1620 Eye Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

FRAUCKOT, Peter
Executive Director
Vermont Tomorrow
26 State Street

Montpelier, Vermont 05602

FULLER, R. Buckminster
c/o University City Science Center
3508 Science Center

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

GAPPERT, Gary
Professor
Department of Urban Affairs
University of Wisconsin/Milwaukee
Bolton Hall 668
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201

GERAGHTY, Jack
Vice President - marketing
Expo '74
Box 1974

Spokane, iasrington 99210.

GIBSON, John S.

Lincoln Filene Center
Century 21 Project
Tufts University

Medford, Massachusetts 02155

G1NGRANDE, Arthur, Jr.
Coordinator
Media Future Opticns Project
The Institute
Rock Hall

Dickerson, Maryland 20753

GODBOLD, Dr. Bryghte
Director
Goals for Dallas
825 One Main Place
Dallas, Texas 75250

GOLDBERG, Jerry
Architect

Skidmore, Owings and Merrill
One Maritime Plaza
San Francisco, California 94111

GOLDSTEIN, Marc
Architect

Skidmore, Owings and Merrill
One Maritime Plaza
San Francisco, California 94111

GUMN4C1S, Or. James
Director of Operations

University City Science Center
3508 Market Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

HANSEN, Roger P.
Executive Director
Rocky Mountain Center on Envlronment
(ROCOE)
4260 EaSt Evans Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80222'4(0

(206)624-814

(206)325-705

(202)293-730

(802)223-606

(215)387-225

(414)963-487

(509)456-197

(071628-500
x35

(301)874-545

(214)741 -173

(415)981-155

(415)981-155

(215)387-22

(305)757-54



HELLER, Alfred
President

California Tomorrow
Monadnock Building
681 Market Street
San Franolsoo, California 9410)

HENCH, John

Vice President in Charge of Design Concepts
WED Enterprises (Disneyland and 31sney World)1401 Flower

Glendale. California 91204

HIRSH, Ralph

Department of Urban Planning
Drexel Institute
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

fUOPER, Rob
AGATE

3108 East Marshall Street
Spokane, Washington 99207

HOWELL, Dr. Wayne
Charles F. Kettering Foundation
5335 Far Hills Avenue
Dayton, Ohio 45429

HUSTON, Perdita
Program Director
American Revolution Bicentennial Commission
736 Jackson Place, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20276

iNGER, Dr, Robert F.
Assistant Director
Science and Education
Field Museum of Natural History
Lakeshore Crive at Roosevelt Road
Chicago, Illinois 60605

IRISH, Everett
Research Fellow
Battelle Seattle Research Center
4000 Northeast 41st Street
Seattle, Washington 98105

JOSLIN, Mandy
Seattle 2000
Colman Building
308 Columbia Street
Seattle, Washington 98104

KARTAtIA, Ms. Diane
Program Assistant
MuseuM Programs

National Endowment for the Arts
806 15th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20506

KIER, Dr. Porter
Director
Museum of Natural History
Smithsonian institution
Washington, D.C. 20560

KIETH, John
President
Regional Plan Association
235 East 45th Street
New York, New York 10017

KNUDSON, Curtis N.
Washington Representative
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories
Washington Offices
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, O.C. 20036

KOLTON, Russel
Rhode Island 2000/Eartbrise
P.O. Box 120
Annex Station

Providence, Rhoade Island 02901

(415)391-7544

(213)245-8951

(215)389-2400
x434

(509)534-7374

(513)434-7300

(202)254-8007

(312)922-9410

(206)525-3130
x252

(206)583-4470

(202)382-5928

(202)381-5954

(212)682-7752

(202)232-8553

(401)274-00r1

KRIEGER, Martin H.
College of Environmental Design
University of California at Berkeley
Berkeley, California 94720

LAMSON, Dr. Robert W.
Program Manager

Office of Exploratory Research and Problem Assessment
National Science Foundation
1800 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20550

(415)642-2244

(202)632-5776

LASWELL, Cr. Harold
Academy for Contemporary Problems
Social Planetarium
1 Lincoln Plaza
New York, New York 10023

LAY, Rodney

Mitre Corporation TICCIT Project
1820 Dolly Madison Boulevard
McLean, Virginia 22101

LEE, Dr. Robert S.
IBM Systems Research
787 United Nations Flaza
New York, New York 10017

LONG, Or, Franklin
Professor

Science, Technology and Society
632 Clark Hall
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York 14850

LOOMIS, Ross J.
Office of Museum Programs
Psychological and Sociological Studies
Smithsonian Institution
Washington, D.C. 20560

MALKO, Barrett G.
Director of Community Relations
Bicentennial Planning Group
2400 Two Girard Plaza
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19102

MATHIS, Kenneth L.
Director of Museum Programs
National Endowment for the Humanities
806 15th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20506

McGRATH, Dr. Kyran.
Director

American Association of Museums
2233 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007

McMANUS, Michael J.
Regional Plan Association
235 East 45th Street
New York, New York 10017

MELD, Murray

Washington 2000 Task Force
3901 South Court Place
Seattle, Washington 98101

MULLINS, Ms. Lee
New Hampshire Tomorrow (defunct)
Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests
5 South State Street
Concord, New Hampshire 03301

(202)893-3500

(212)983-7698

(607)256-3810

(202)381-6551

(215)665-1776

(202)382-5714

(202)338-5300

(212)682-4000

{206)723-5282

(603)224-9945

NELSON, J. William
Director

United States Exposition Staff
United States Department of Commerce
Washington, D.C. 20230

NICHOLSON, Or. Thomas D.
Director
American Museum of Natural History
79th Street at Central Park Wes
New York, New York 10024

(202)967-5211

(212)873-1300



OPPENHEIMER, Frank
Director
Palace of Arts and Sciences (exploratorlum)
Marina Boulevard at Lyon Street
San Francisco, California

OWINGS, Nathaniel
Skidmore, Owings and Merrill
Architects and Engineers
One Maritime Plaza
San Francisco, California 94111

PALLER, Alan
Applied Urbanetics
1701 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

PARSONS, Donna
Regional Studies Center
College of Idaho
Caldwell, Idaho 83605

PATTERSON, Franklin "Pat"
President's Office.
University of Massachusetts
One Washington Mall
Boston, Massachusetts 02108

PEETZ, John E.
Director
Oakland Museum
1000 Oak Street
Oakland, California 94607

PERLOFF, Harvey
Dean

School of Architecture and Urban Planning
University of California at Los Angeles
Los Angeles, California 90024

PERROT, Dr. Paul N.
Director of Museum Programs
Smithsonian Institution
Washington, D.C. 20560

PREISER, Wolfgang'F.E.
FORA Conference Director
College of Architecture

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
Blackburg, Virginia 24061

PROWiTT, David
Executive Producer
Science Program Group
WNET/13
304 West 58th Street
New York, New York 10019

RAY, Dr, Villbert S.
Department of Psychology
Bethany College
Bethany, West Virginia 26032

RHYNE, R.F.
President
Patterns and Systems International
703 Knoll Drive
San Carlos, California 94070

Latino Local Development Center
San Francisco, California

RITTERBUSH, Dr. Philip C.
Chairman
ORGANIZATION: RESPONSE
2324 Tracy Place, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20008

ROBINSON, Steve
Resource One
1380 Howard Street
San Francisco, California 94103

(415)563-7337

(4151981-1555

(202)628-7800

(208)459-5214

(617)723-7820

(415)273 -3401

(213)825-4091

(202)381-6581
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